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From the Editor
by Alex Clouter
Christmas is almost with us and seasonal greetings to you and your families from both myself and
Brendan Molony who helps run the club with me. What a year it’s been with so many events
organised by SCORE members. We’ve had a steady influx of new people joining the club and an
incredible surge of interest on the SCORE website. All this and a lot more are reported in this
magazine, which has given me as much interst and enjoyment in compiling as it has for those who
have been involved.
There’s also a full account of our recent AGM held in Walsall at the end of October, with of course
mention of our exploits at a themed Halloween party and an enjoyable convoy run. It was great to
see a variety of new faces as well as familiar ones over the weekend. The smiles at the end of the
weekend made it all the more worth while for Paul and Amanda who helped put the weekend
activities together as well as for me, being my last one to ‘host’ as I am planning to step down from
managing SCORE early in 2005.
Yes, it’s true. Having worked in the club for six years, I am in a position now that I am unable to
balance my time being spent on my voluntary SCORE work with my new copywriting business
venture which is doing well. Over the last couple of years I’ve had to absorb the magazine and
treasury jobs as no one else came forward to take on these responsibilities when they became
vacant. These were over and above my tasks in managing the club database, handling club
enquiries and new applications plus membership renewals. The floating sponge has absorbed too
much water and we alll know what happens to that.
I know what impact this will have into the running of SCORE hence my wish to ‘give notice’ - a
period of two months - to allow interested people to make contact with me. More details in the
separate attachment with the magazine covering the AGM Minutes. I sincerely hope there will be at
least two candidates to come forward by the deadline to work alongside Brendan in managing
SCORE. If not, we will then let you know our contingency which will certainly have to be in the
interests of everyone. Hopefully this will not be the case and there will be a few volunteers coming
forward. For the moment I intend to keep my Cappuccino - it’s my first ever ‘own car’ having had it
since new. So I will be coming along to an occasional SCORE event or two, to actually enjoy my
club association like any other paying SCORE member.
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SCORE Contacts
Region 1
AMANDA BRANTON - 01209 219 469
Covering Bristol, Channel Isles, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire.
Region 2
KATY DOBSON - 01825 762 048
Covering Kent, East and West Sussex.
Region 3
VACANCY
Covering Greater London and Middlesex.
Region 4
ADRIAN FURNISS - 01252 664 399
Covering Berkshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight and Surrey.
Region 5
VACANCY
Covering Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire.
Region 6
GRAHAM FARLEY - 01376 564 040
Covering Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk.
Region 7
VACANCY
Covering Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and West Midlands.
Region 8
STEVE LEWIS - 01792 523 142
Covering Gloucestershire, Hereford and Worcestershire, Shropshire and Wales.
Region 9
PAUL HOPE - 0116 260 8271
Covering Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Notthinghamshire and Rutland.
Region 10
VACANCY
Covering Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Isle of Man and Lancashire.
Region 11
MARTIN JONES - 0113 282 1693
Covering Derbyshire, Durham, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear and the Yorkshires
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Region 12
GREG STEWART - 01224 899 896
Covering Scotland.
Region 14
DANNY SKEHAN - +35 31 833 7113
Covering Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Region 15
MARCEL SPOELSTRA - +31 204 82 26 01
Covering Belgium and Netherlands.
Region 16
RONALD SCHNEIDER - +49 221 934 8509
Covering Germany.
Region 17
SONJA LUTHI - +61 298 797 069
Covering Australia.
Region 18
GRAEME HANSEN - +64 95 342 791
Covering New Zealand
The SCORE Contacts above are club members who have volunteered to be your local focal point for
information and possibly get involved or advise in events. If you are keen to do an event, please get
in touch with your local Contact.
Should you live in an area where there is a vacant position and want to represent SCORE please call
01903 267 770 or email info@score.org.uk.
What do we expect from a SCORE Contact? They must have the Cappuccino blood inside as well
as be a ‘people person’. As an ambassador of the club all we ask is that you keep in touch with
existing members through an event or two and welcome new members when they join. That’s all
we ask, honest, as we know that the role is voluntary. In return we will cover your expenses in
organising things as well as provide you with a listing of members living in your region.
The sort of local activities which have been popular with SCORE members includes convoy runs,
treasure hunts, pub meets, ten pin bowling and visiting places of interest. By all means, publicise
your event as you see fit. A few SCORE contacts have developed newsletters to send out to their
members in their local region. Just as important is to maximise interest to people outside your
region, more likely to come along as it gives them the chance to visit another part of the country
for a day or a weekend. Make full use of the SCORE event forum on the website to do this, adding a
lot more publicity for your event.
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Membership Status
By the end of September, SCORE membership stood at 351 people. This is 6% lower than the
membership figure reported in the last magazine. Interest in the club remains good: 135 people
enquired about joining and of these, 76% (that’s 102 people) decided to become members. Our
current loyalty rate amongst current members in renewing their subscription amounts to 47%:
although this figure shows a slight decline (51%) on last year, it still remains better than the
industry average which is encouraging. We did conduct an exit poll amongst 25 members who
decided not to re-join: 60% had to sell their car for financial reasons as it was a second/ third car
they could not justify in keeping, 25% stated that their own (or partner’s) personal or work
circumstance had changed dictating they needed a larger car, 10% had “grown out of” their car and
5% for health reasons as getting in/ out was getting more difficult.
It’s great to see a wide variety of members joining SCORE as the following intake shows, people
who joined from 1 June - 31 October:
Anthony Snowdon (W. Midlands)
Zach Marky (Surrey)
Jenni Kifford (Bedfordshire)
Kirsty Parker (S. Yorkshire)
Doreen Holmes (Hertfordshire)
David Regan (Essex)
Simon Kane (Australia)
Keith Buchan (Kent)
Mark Harris (Worcestershire)
Dave Atkins (Wales)
Anne Heathcote (Derbyshire)
Keith Baigrie (Scotland)
Michael Alldrick (W Midlands)
John Oates (Scotland)
Richard Cox (Leicestershire)
David Buckley (Berkshire)
Joy Adams (Kent)
Dilys Painter (Shropshire)
Andrew Vieyra (Australia)
Cheuk Wong (Cheshire)
Jeremy Illey (Somserset)
Paul Lambert (W. Midlands)
Mark Guppy (Surrey)
Benjamin Turner (London)
Moira Ruff (Berkshire)
Ian Izzard (Hampshire)
Kevin Todd (Scotland)
David Wedgwood (Lancashire)

Hermann Feenders (Germany)
Tracy Spear (Wiltshire)
Karin de Milde (Netherlands)
Nicole Pavey (Hampshire)
Mark Ford (Surrey)
Paul Taylor (Derbyshire)
Eve Short (Scotland)
Mario Demetriou (Middlesex)
Stephanie Smith (Somerset)
Virginia Munn (W. Sussex)
Martin Round (Lincolnshire)
Alison Staite (Devon)
David Cope (Australia)
Andrew Barker (Northamptonshire)
Mark Taylor (Australia)
Lloyd Jones (Wales)
Stuart Chandler (Northumberland)
Christopher Browne (Australia)
Ken Malone (Gloucestershire)
Nicholas Russell (Somerset)
Laura Russell (Somserset)
Chris Mack (W. Sussex)
Robert Boyle (Australia)
Lisa Deuchar (W. Sussex)
Karen Barron (Hertfordshire)
Dmitri Rogachev (Ireland)
Mark Retallack (Dorset)
Kathryn Clapham (Cleveland
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SCORE Member Gallery

Manual Lorenz with son, Nicolas

Anne Heathcote

Tracey Spear’s Cappuccino

Dave Reynolds
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Michael & Pam Alldrick

David Wedgwood

Cheuk Wong

Ken Malone’s Cappuccino

Richard Cox

Ron & Jill Scarfe

Dilys Painter

Keith Baigrie

Pat & Lynn Bourne

Dorothy Holmes

Jenni Kifford

Mark & Antuaneta Harris
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Search for the SuperFast
An Advertorial Feature written by Larini Systems

In May 2004 a client who is a well-respected restorer of ‘classic’ - ie very expensive Ferrari motor
cars contacted us. He required an exhaust system for a Ferrari 500 SuperFast. This fine vehicle is
regarded as THE Ferrari to have in collectors’ circles, simply for its exclusivity.
As one of only 36 special commissions for the elite, to say this car is rare is an understatement of
quite epic proportions. Unsurprisingly, we had neither an OE pattern nor jig to work from. Not a
problem so long as the original exhaust could be supplied.
“We’ll need the old one of the car, sir.” Long pause followed. “No can do. The original exhaust has
been used to make baked bean cans,” he replied.
Now ordinarily this wouldn’t be a problem, so long as we could get the car to the factory. “When
can you ship the car to us?” Even longer pause followed. “Totally impossible. The client won’t let
me move the car until he has heard the re-built engine running.” Oh dear.
There was only one possible solution to this dilemma: find a Ferrari 500 SuperFast in the UK. Three
weeks later, after a flurry of calls, we get a call from a chap near Daventry, Northampton claiming to
have a car. He agrees to lend it to us on the proviso we build an even sportier exhaust for his
Mclaren F1. Things are looking up I think.
Myself and colleague, David Clark, a self-confessed car geek/ expert, arrive at his underground
storage unit. Having been sworn to secrecy, we were led past the Mclaren F1 , his recently crashed
Lamborghini Diablo (ouch!) and a newly acquired Ferrari Enzo. And then an even greater vision of
beauty - the Holy Grail itself - the Ferrari 500 SuperFast. At this point my colleague decides to ruin
the moment. “Wait a minute. This doesn’t look right. This is a replica.” The owner of the ‘fake’
claimed ignorance and we swiftly turned on our heels and left. Just for the record, we did go on to
develop an exhaust for his Mclaren F1, and not a bad piece it was to.
Continued on page 10
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DRIVEN TO PERFECTION
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Standard’ Exhaust System
£235 + VAT
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Sports’ System
£245 + VAT
Our exhaust systems are constructed using aircraft grade
T.304 Stainless Steel and feature chromium polished tail pipes.
Every Larini exhaust system is supported by the
Larini Systems Lifetime Warranty.

Please call

0870 777 9060
or visit our website

www.larinisystems.com

Prices correct at time of press (1 December 2004).
Larini Systems reserves the right to amend prices without notice.

As a last resort, I contacted company founder, mentor, and all-round good-egg Piero Larini.
“I know a serious guy who lives in a little village near Rome, called Casino. He owes me a favour or
two. I’ll see what I can do.”
Two weeks later, a very badly wrapped exhaust, which can’t have covered more than 1000 miles,
turns up at our offices. Attached is a note, written in pigeon English, by the exhaust’s owner, a Mr
Luca Roveta. He requested that his original 500 SuperFast exhaust is ours to keep so long as we
carry out the following tasks: we are to manufacture an exact copy out of stainless steel for him,
send the invoice to his secretary in Rome, BUT we must ‘mirror polish’ the entire exhaust system
and etch his initialson to eachof the four tailpipes in Ariel font - as per our company logo.
No problem sir - job done.
Now you just have to love the Italians, don’t you?
Neil Macauley, Sales Manager of Larini Systems.
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Springtime Natter
By Adrian Furniss
To mark the expansion of the Hampshire & Surrey region to include Berkshire, a “Lunchtime Natter
and Afternoon Drive” was held on Sunday, 25th April 2004.
In the usual manner, members within the region were invited to attend by letter whilst the event
was further publicised to the SCORE membership on the club’s website message board. The SCORE
meeting point and lunch venue was The Four Horseshoes, Long Sutton in Hampshire. Tables had
been booked in advance and the pub’s Sundat carvery was excellent. The weather was good and
there was ample opportunity to chat about Cappos and for newcomers to have their questions
answered.
After lunch we drove about 20 miles on a mixture of ‘A’, ‘B’ and minor roads in town and country
via Well Dippenhall, Farnham, the Hog’s Back and Compton, to Loseley House near Guildford, to
attend their “Spring Garden Weekend”. This was an opportunity to purchase plants grown by the
Loseley Gardening Team, including many of the unusual varieties nurtured in their Walled Garden.
Refreshments were available, including the famous Loseley ice cream in several flavours.
Thanks to the good weather the event was well attended - eleven Cappos plus ex Cappo owners in
a Daihatsu Copen (Clive and Yvonne Lacey) and a Honda S2000 (James Holland).
It was great to see so many new and familiar faces. Thank you for all your support. I hope to see
you all at future events - with particular regard to the region’s Test Valley & Berkshire Downs
Weekend on 28th-29th August 2004.
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Smart Excursion to England
By Marcel Spoelstra
Hello Fellow SCORE Members. I will be taking my Cappuccino on the SCORE Italian Trip later in the
month so I decided to treat my Smart to English Spring Weather! Alex kindly offered Jolande and
myself B&B so off we went. We had a nice time in Brighton, driving down to the sea front and as
usual did the obligatory photo session. It was cold and damp so we didn’t spend too long with the
photos, even though we were wrapped up warm. Later on we walked around Brighton Lanes and
had a nice hot Italian meal. The next day we said goodbye to Alex and drove all the way to the
historic town of Windsor - that was very interesting. We stayed there overnight (not in the castle
as the Queen was not home!) and then made our way back to Holland. At Dover we were really
surprised to see a Mazda AZ1 (basically the same as my Suzuki Cara - both very rare cars seen in
Europe) parked near us as we waited for the ferry. It was nice to meet with the owner - Marcus
Franzen. Nevertheless, it was a lot of mileage that we did over the long weekend but we enjoyed
ourselves. Going to a Small Car Meet in Belgium next month and starting to plan a SCORE Benelux
Tour in August.
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A Cappuccino or 2 in Italy
By Alex Clouter

The great Italian Adventure started at Dover meeting up late afternoon with the gang: Peter, Sally
and Simon Keyes, Clive Lacey and his partner Yvonne Austin and Fiona Watts with boyfriend
Graham Austin. After spoiling ourselves rotten with the Silver Service in the restaurant for a meal,
we stood on the ferry deck contemplating the looming French coastline each of us wondering how
our SCORE holiday will unfold.
Our first stop over was just outside of Dunkirk, which would give us an early start for a full day’s
drive to Strasbourg. The evening was more of a “getting-to-know-each-other-a-little-better” midst
the French atmosphere. We had all bonded! We had three fuel stops the next day on our marathon
drive to Strasbourg, witnessing some beautiful rolling countryside with towns and villages oozing
with typical French character. Met up with Marcel and Jolande at our second hotel and gatecrashed
a super ‘Jumbo’ restaurant for an evening meal. It was there that we learned a new English word
from our proud vegetarian, Fiona. Our other non-meat eater was Sally but as she could eat fish,
Fiona informed us all - with plentiful wine certainly loosening up the tongue a lot more - that Sally
was no veggie: she was a ‘pescetarian’! Our waitress was none the wiser as I was at great pains
trying to do the translation. After we treated ourselves to an ice cream at the best ever ice parlour!
Next morning we planned our long drive to Lake Garda over breakfast, with Marcel as the leader of
the pack. First task was to ensure we were all loaded with petrol to synchronise our stops more
efficiently. A spanner soon fell into the works unfortunately about 30 minutes of setting off, when I
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realised that I had been driving without my fuel cap. We had stopped at an earlier fuel station and
two of us tried to use the pumps first, only to discover that the 24/7 function was not working. In
the rush to drive to the exit station I had forgotten to replace the cap. So we had a return convoy to
the first petrol station and there was my fuel cap, still perched on the pump I had tried to use! I felt
so stupid by the whole episode, quite rightly.
Our long drive took us due south east, through France and Switzerland and into North Italy. We
did around 600 miles by the time we reached the bottom (southerly) bit of Lake Garda and then we
realised how long the lake was as we drove the western side up to Riva del Garda. A very scenic
drive with super twisty roads, following the lake coast.The holiday mood had set itself in as we
finally arrived at our hotel, excitingly clambering the stairs to our rooms, checking out the balcony
views, unpacking and finally freshening up for our first Italian evening all together. We decided to
have some proper exercise and do some walking to explore the pretty resort and the harbour side
before doing some research on the local restaurants. It had to be pasta of course and we were all
very radiant and jolly after the meal.
We all agreed that our next day would be a chill-out, letting the cars have a well deserved rest and
spend the day on foot. We explored the resort even more and decided that we would take a cruise
on the lake. Spontaneity was so important for us. The high speed boat took us to Malcesine and we
soon found ourselves adventuring a cable car going high up into the Alps: Mount Baldicino. It was
very strange to be walking and lounging above the clouds, witnessing fantastic views from all
angles. We were so lucky with the fine weather - blue sky and sunshine, yet we managed to touch
snow and ice as we strolled along a recommended route. Our resident shopoholic Sally was ever so
slightly put out by the fact that there were no souvenir shops so high so kept disturbingly quiet
which was totally unlike her! A rest after our walk and we all had hot chocolate sitting on deck
chairs and a spot of sunbathing! What goes up has to come down so we walked back to the
assembly point for the cable car. Our descent was just as exciting as going up, especially as the
speed of the machine was quick... and a little nervy for some of us as it decided to sway at certain
intervals as the cables crossed at certain stages. The earlier chatter from us and other people
sharing the cable car soon dissipated, the quicker we got. A grim faced Yvonne stayed put in the
middle of the car, looking straight ahead and not daring to look down! At last we landed safely and
a few of us decided to go for a round of mini golf whilst others sat on the harbourside watching the
yachts and boats pass by. Our round of crazy golf - as we Brits like to call it - was great fun, as we
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covered some 18 holes. Clive & Yvonne were the guys who won, and most chuffed too!
Other highlights during the week included a trip to Gardaland, Italy’s largest theme park, where we
all acted as big kids, keen and eager to do as much as possible... and of course get wet, which soon
dried off being warm weather. There were lots of rides, some tame but most absolutely wild! It was
inevitable with the crowds of people around, that we got separated a few times but no matter. It
was tremendous fun for those who liked that sort of thing. Both Peter and Sally spent their time
touring the lakeside by Cappuccino whilst we were at the theme park.
We had another convoy run, discovering more about the Alps. Marcel was keen to lead us again
and we did a lot of smaller ‘unclassified’ roads which really took us into some interesting and trying
places. One particular mountain village we came across in our convoy driving was particularly
challenging. There was only one road in and out of this place and once inside, the road became
narrower as we could literally touch the cottage windows whilst passing by. One steep climb within
the village led to a dead-end: we could go no further and as we were in single file, in the cars, we
had to reverse back down very slowly, with a careful eye on the steep drop on the right side, until
we got to an area where we could safely do what turned out to be a seven point reverse turn! All
part of the fun of course. We all knew we were just following our noses but we saw some excellent
views and some particularly nice villages.
Another day’s drive took us on a longer drive (three hours) through the Dolomites to Aviano - the
place where the Cappuccino Coffee was invented - you need Issue 14 of the SCORE magazine to
read about the history. We decided that our first Cappuccino drink that day had to be in Aviano so
when we had a refresh stop well beforehand, we all went for a hot chocolate in quite a trendy diner.
It was good that we hadn’t taken a camera indoors as we pulled the most disgustingly long faces
than ever before by the high strength and thickness of the chocolate drink we had - yeuch! On with
the mountain driving and unlike previous days, the sky was overcast and slight drizzle. After our
Alpine climb earlier in the week, the Dolomites were greyer and greener. With the Lacey’s Copen in
the lead our journey took us to the ringroad of Aviano and that’s where the problem began. We had
no idea where Saint Marco’s shrine was and there were no signs (or should we say that we could
not understand the direction signs?). With the help of a newsagent and an Italian phrasebook, with
a mix of French thrown in - as this is my better non-English tongue - we managed to find out where
we had to go. The meandering drive was certainly worth it, with the shrine set in a small church
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and a dramatic mountainscape behind. We looked around, did the usual sightseeing photos and
walk around then returned to the main town square. We had to do the obligatory photo call of the
Cappuccino car in the birthplace of the Cappuccino coffee, causing quite a stir with the locals very
intrigued by the car as none had ever been seen before (according to the local police who were very
interested, giving us special permission to actually park in the pedestrianised area by the main
church). Of course we had a Cappuccino coffee to drink - well we pushed the boat out by having
two each and amazingly, they were the best we’d ever had. The froth was so creamy! We thought
about having a meal at Aviano but we were conscious about the driving back in the dark so erred to
caution and made tracks for ‘home’ of sorts. It was a longer drive back, re-tracing our earlier route
but night soon descended and our fuel level was getting disturbingly low. In fact we were so close
to running on empty on our descending journey and more than once I am sure we were doing some
freewheeling to make the most of the fuel we had. Fuel stations we passed were closed and it felt
like ages before we arrived at a large town and got to a station where we had enough Euro notes
(they would not accept our cards) for the 24/7 pumps. Our journey was far from over as it seemed
longer getting back than it did going out some 12 hours earlier. Hunger was soon setting in and we
finally reached the south eastern end of Lake Garda where we decided we would eat. Each of us
tucking into the largest pizza we’d ever had, we then drove along more familiar roads to the hotel
and met with the rest of our group in the bar. We all recounted our day’s events, as Marcel/ Jolande
had had a day’s trip to Venice (no, the Cappo does not fit in a gondola!) and Peter/ Sally to Verona.
The final leg of our journey was to Trier in South Germany, considered to be a ‘halfway point’ on
our journey back to Dunkirk. The city was highly recommended by another SCORE member from a
previous holiday so that was it! Like the hotels we stayed at before, our final residence was really
nice. In fact it was a mountainside castle with some fine views of Trier from the balconies. We
spent the weekend at Trier which gave all of us a welcome break from the long drive we had from
Italy via the Bremmer Pass. Our day of so-called relaxation was spent touring around Trier, a one
time last frontier town of the Romans many centuries ago. We had the traditional open top bus
tour so that we could see as much as we can on wheels which then gave us the ideas of what to
see on foot. There was certainly a lot of fine architecture and historically interesting places to see:
an amphitheatre, palace, townhall, cathedral, street entertainment, gardens, gatehouse and a nice
museum. We packed a lot in, but then Trier is one of those very historic places in Europe which
you have to see as it is Germany’s oldest city dating back to the middle of the 1st Century BC.
We held a special dinner on our last night, with a special area set aside for us in the restaurant,
overlooking the night-time flood-lit view of Trier spread beneath us. The great company of people,
the fine food and brilliant wine all led towards a most enjoyable and memorable evening. Peter
raised a toast to everyone and then called us all to stand and wish his son, Simon, a happy 18th.
Part of his birthday present was the trip so now it’s up to him to take some lessons from the father,
pass his test and get behind the wheel of the Cappuccino himself... then he can say he’s an adult.
A final toast from me and that was our last meal together. Next morning was homeward bound for
all of us - all good things have to come to an end, alas... if only life can be a perpetual holiday with
people you enjoy being with, without having to work! Here’s a few photos of our great Adventure...
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Riva Del Garda from the Lake

Japanese Cappuccinos travelling..

... through the Italian Alps
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At the Shrine of Saint Marco d’Aviano, inventor of the Cappuccino coffee..

... and visiting the town centre of Aviano
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At the town centre of Trier

The Amphitheatre and Porta Nigra Gate

The Electoral Palace, our Gala Dinner and a dramatic view of Trier
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Venice Highlights
By Marcel Spoelstra
Here are some rather special photos we took when we went on an excursion to Venice whilst on
the SCORE Italian Job. Venice is truly the most romantic place Jolande and I have ever been to...

The Beauty of Verona
By Peter Keyes
Whilst the youngsters went to the theme park, Sally and I discovered the delights of Verona...
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Small is really beautiful
By Sven Van Wilder
Here in Belgium, more than a year ago, Ronald Goossens and I decided to organise a small car trip
in the beautiful region of the Scheldt. On 12 June our idea was realised with the first edition of
‘Small is Beautiful’. Due to the very limited number of Cappuccinos in our country we decided that
the event would be open to all beautiful cars with the important pre-requisite that they had to be
small in size. Finally a total of five Cappuccinos turned up at the starting point in Buitenland, a
hamlet of Bornem. Also present were three Smarts (one crossblade, one roadster and one roadstercoupe), a Caterham, Lotus Elise, Peugeot 206 CC and Fiat Barchetta.
After having carefully studied each other’s cars (not the Cappuccino’s, but the Smart Crossblade got
the most attention), we were ready to hit the road. The sun was shining, so the Cappo roofs were
taken off and stowed in the boot. Only a few minutes after the start of the event, raindrops were
falling down, so the roofs were put back on the Cappuccinos and Bernard (who drove the Smart
Crossblade) put his helmet on... It must be said that the absence of roof, windscreen and doors
allowed him to take some of the most beautiful pictures!
For the rest of the morning, periods of rain alternated with periods of sun. As you all understand, it
was hell for the Cappuccino owners, who constantly had to take the roof off, put it back on, take it
back off, etc. For me, all this manipulating of the roof resulted in two fresh dents on one of the
side roof panel (grrr...) by the time that we arrived in Opdorp for lunch.
In Opdorp each participant received a small gift and an extra memento was given to Marcel (who
had travelled a long distance to be able to participate) and Bernard (for having the courage to come
along in a Crossblade, while the weather forecast had predicted thunderstorms with heavy rain and
hail).
After lunch, we continued with the second part of the trip, that would bring us from Opdorp to
Dendermonde. Since the sun had now completely disappeared, the (in my case dented) roofs
stayed on the cars (and Bernard put on an extra jacket...). Under a sky full of clouds, we discovered
some of the most beautiful and smallest roads of the region of the Scheldt.
For the afternoon session, the price for the best picture goes to Rob, who photographed his
Cappuccino next to one of the beautiful houses near the Scheldt.. By the time we arrived in
Dendermonde, the temperature had dropped considerably, but it did not stop us from having our
last drink of the day sitting in an outdoor café, meanwhile casting a last glance upon each other’s
cars.
What follows is a series of pictures of the day. You’ll find a whole lot more of them in the photo
album on the SCORE website.
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Meeting up at the start of our tour

Lunch at Dendermonde

Travelling through attractive Bornem

Two special non - Cappuccinos!
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Some of our Belgian Cappo Members - with one due to join!

Other interesting angles of our unique car convoy.
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The SCORE store
The complete range of club merchandise for you and your Cappuccino
Due to the nature of designing this magazine, using full colour process for all pictures, you will see
our ‘new look’ layout on pages 25/26 and 63/64. The order form is on page 65 to photocopy.
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY POST
UK members only: complete your requirements and send with payment (a sterling cheque made
payable to “SCORE”) to the address as shown on the form.
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY EMAIL/ BANK TRANSFER (until we get online payment)
UK members: email your requirements to us and arrange payment to the SCORE UK bank account
as below - you then need to advise us by email to confirm the date, your bank sort code* and
amount of money that has been transferred. Once we see that the money has been credited to the
SCORE bank account, the merchandise order will then be fulfilled.
Overseas members: you need to contact the SCORE store to find out the postage charges to your
country before making your order - please telephone or email your requirements to +44 (0) 1446
771 208/ merchandise@score.org.uk and we will then advise you of the postage costs. You must
arrange payment to your nearest bank account as below - then you need to advise us by email to
confirm the date, your bank code* and amount of money that has been transferred. Once we see
that the money has been credited to the SCORE bank account, the merchandise order will then be
fulfilled.
Australian Members: Westpac, Westpoint Shopping Centre, Blacktown, NSW 2148; Branch/
Account Number: 032382 165930; Account Name: SCORE c/o Sonja Fueter Luthi
Belgian/ Dutch Members: Rabobank, Amsterdam en Omsstreken, Zuideinder 1, Landsmeer,
Postbus 3, 1120 AA Landsmeer; Bank Code: 3135; Swift Code: rabonl2u; Account Number:
3246.42.261; Account Name: Marcel Spoelstra
German Members: Dresdner Bank, Goltsteinstrasse 91, 50968 Koln; Bank Number: 370 800 40;
Account Number: 439 18 09 02; Account Name: SCORE Germany Suzuki Cappuccino
UK, Irish and Rest of World Members: HSBC, 155 Mile Cross Road, Norwich NR6 6RL; Branch
Code**: MIDLGB2147K; IBAN**: GB17MIDL40355041372467; Sort Code: 40 35 50; Account
Number: 41372467; Account Name: SCORE
* This will be the only reference appearing on our bank statement to identify your payment so
please let us know your sort code to help us see that the credit relates directly to you.
** These codes must be used by non-UK residents if wishing to pay into the UK account.
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SCORE store 1

GOLF UMBRELLA
£10

‘CAPPO’ THE BEAN BAG DOG
£5

PENNANT FLAG
£5

LEATHER 6 COASTER SET
£2

LEATHER KEY FOB
£5

1:43 SCALE PEWTER MODEL
£30
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SCORE store 2

SET OF 3 ADVERTS
£1
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MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES 1 - 16
£1.50 each

SET OF 3 POSTCARDS
£1.50

CLARION RADIO TWEETERS
£5

CAR MAT SET
£33

POSTER
Small (30x21cm) £0.75 Large (84x60cm) £1.50

SCORE store 3
Your chance to purchase highly collectable Cappuccino road test reports, compiled by us with help
from Suzuki GB’s Press Office and a few SCORE members.
We have secured over 75 reports which have been copied in either full colour or black/ white. These
reports come from car magazines and journals, some lifestyle magazine and a variety of national/
regional newspapers.
These are available individually at the special price of £0.50 for one black/ white reprint and £1 for a
full colour reprint. Please use a copy of the order form on page 65.
Here’s a selection of some road test reports you can order directly from SCORE store:
Auto Express
Auto Express
Auto Express
Bucks Herald
Car
Car
Car
Car Week
Car Week
Cars & Car Conversions
Classic & Sports Car
Complete Car
Complete Car
Country Life
Fast Lane
Fast Lane

18/03/1994
18/10/1996
1993
12/94
07/1993
02/1994
09/1994
22/12/1994
Unknown
03/1993
09/2001
03/1994
09/1994
03/02/1994
04/1993
01/1994

Colour
Colour
Colour
Black & White
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour and B&W
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
B&W
Colour

7 pages
3 pages
1 page
1 page
6 pages
1 page
4 pages
4 pages
1 page
3 pages
1 page
4 pages
10 pages
1 page
1 page
2 pages

Please go to page 62 for even more road test reports...
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Cappo Gatherings Up North
By Martin Jones
A rather damp summer, but this did not prevent us with our second visit to the Harewood House
Father’s Day Classic Car Show in June.
We had a good turnout with six Cappuccinos from my region, all in red so all coordinated as the
cars were lined up on our stand. In addition we had a red TR7. Colin Appleyards - a Suzuki SCORE
dealer - provided us with a banner, specially customised with the Cappuccino logo. That certainly
helped letting people know what we were all about.
Despite the bad weather, which obviously had an effect on the public attending, we all enjoyed the
day at Harewood, with lots of different activities going on in the main arena like a flying biker.

Earlier in May I organised two other events for the region: Macclesfield Kit Car Show and the
Harewood Hill Climb, both supported well by members. Alex called on our services to help with the
National Rally over the last weekend of June, which tested the skills of both myself and Linda, my
wife. More of this later in the magazine.
Back by popular demand, we also did a new Yorkshire Dales Drive, aiming to explore a different part
of this beautiful country.
Sunday, 16th August was the date, with a meeting place at Harry Ramsden’s famous fish and chip
shop at Guiseley near Leeds. This was the first fish and chip shop from this now world renown
chain.
continued on page 30
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THE INSURANCE FACTORY
EXCLUSIVE MOTOR INSURANCE FOR SCORE MEMBERS

second car policies
modified versions
limited mileage discounts
excellent rates
other marques can also be included

PLEASE CALL

0870 777 8181
WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, SWITCH AND SOLO.

The infamous Black Copen, courtesy of Clive and Yvonne, travelled up to our part of the world the
day before and joined three Cappuccinos in a mini convoy from our village to the meeting place.
Ten Cappuccinos arrived by the given time. A quick reminder for Janet Dawson to ensure she had
her roof (you’ll have to read my Dales Report from last year’s report why I mention this), and first
stop was only at the other side of the road. A disused hospital is now the venue for a number of
TV and film production companies. A feature film about an asylum was recently shot there. Popular
TV serials like Fat Friends, No Angels, The Royal and Heartbeat have all used it as a base. We
parked in the Police Station for a photo shoot.
Convoy run out to Skipton and another SCORE member, Heather Newhouse, joined us in the car
park. Although she had her car for sale at the time and was unable to join us on the run, she could
not miss the sight of ten Cappuccinos parked in her home town. A walk around this famous town
known as the Gateway to the Dales and a quick coffee before we continued our route.
Stuart Falshaw, an ex Regional Rep but still a SCORE member, gave us all a pleasant surprise as we
drove over the tops towards Settle. He had parked up and had a red Cappuccino banner displayed
prominently on the hillside for us all to see.
Out towards Horton in Ribblesdale and the Ribblehead Viaduct - another good chance to stop and
take photos. This is actually where Hotton from the TV soap Emmerdale got its name from the 70s
when it was originally filmed in the Dales.
Into Hawes and then over the tops to Buckden and Kettlewell before driving into Grassington. Out
towards Greenhow and a pre-planned lunch stop at the Miners Arms. The pub is now under new
ownership since last year’s visit and the quality of the food was just as good. Afterwards there was
an impromptu sale of Stuart Falshaw’s Cappuccino memorabilia in the car park and a ceremonial
handing over of the banner to me. This will now be displayed at all out future static meetings. We
had another surprise of a return visit to Emmerdale Village for those who missed last year. This
ended the day . About a hundred miles of topless sun blessed motoring.
The following photos captured the enjoyment of the day...
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Getting to the highest point of the Dales

At Ribblehead Viaduct

Outside a famous and a not - so - famous pub!
A special thanks to all those who have supported Linda and I in running these events; we have
both enjoyed putting them all together and it’s always nice to see so many happy faces within our
Cappuccino Crowd, wherever we end up going.
There’s only one other event -participating at the Annual Charity Classic Car Rally - in the North
East Region Diary for the Autumn. We start at the Geordie Pride Pub in Robertown and follow a
pre-planned route to the show. Here’s for a good turn out!
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8th National Rally
By Martin Jones
Last year Alex asked me if I would organise the National Rally for 2004. Quite an honour really,
considering I had only been a SCORE member for only just over a year and Regional Rep even less.
Alex told me about what happened over previous years around the UK. There were two previous
Northern events: at and around a Long Boat Museum at Ellsemere Port plus a Yorkshire Dales
weekend incorporating a trip to The Forbidden Corner and two convoy runs in the countryside.
For those of you who were able to attend this year’s Rally, I thought that a brief insight into the
preparation of the event may show what others do for the club behind the scenes.
I selected a venue in the southern area of my region in order to attract people from the south of the
country, without alienating those further north. The NE of England is blessed with big cities and
built up areas but it is interspersed with some splendid scenery. The Derbyshire Peak District was
my choice - an area I was not too familiar with and about one hour’s drive away - and I got a good
idea from Alex on the sort of things that people would like to visit/ do. Alex’s brief was simple keep things going on as flexible as possible, ensure that there’s enough time for people to socialise
and have some time for themselves plus inject some fun and interest as well as keep the overall
costs down.
Realising preparation was the most important thing in organising an event such as this, I set to
almost immediately in choosing a meeting point, a hotel for accommodation and an evening meal
and a location for a convoy run. From past experience I realised not everyone would join in every
single thing so I decided on a choice of things to do on the Saturday.
It wasn’t too long before things started to fall into place. I found the Sandpiper Hotel just outside
Chesterfield and only minutes’ drive from the edge of the Peak District. Alex was happy with the
overnight B&B prices so that was booked with use of the restaurant for the evening meal plus an
initial quota of rooms booked based on previous rallies’ experiences. I then tried to secure
Chatsworth House as a meeting point for the Saturday but the venue was booked all summer. A
friend recommended Hardwick Hall just near to the M1 motorway at Junction 29. I also had a lot of
help with places of interest from Shaun at KIT (they helped SCORE last year, producing special
holdalls for club members) who knows the Peak District well. Things were coming together, with
admin and publicity support from Alex ‘down south’ but I really needed to be there - in the area to make things work so I booked a weekend in the Sandpiper in March.
Linda and I drove to Hardwick Hall on the Saturday morning and spent the afternoon working out
the Treasure Hunt. I love doing the rhymes (these were the clues for the participants) probably as
much as those who took part enjoyed doing the Treasure Hunt. We decided that people had to
collect treasure pieces during the run so that raised a few childish giggles from us both as we
imagined everyone hunting high and low for the answer to the “something for the weekend” clue.
Back in the room I put the finishing touches to the clues and then planned the convoy route for the
Sunday. It was really trial and error trying to fit in the places that Shaun had recommended.
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Next morning over this rally planning weekend we were joined by Nick and Josephine Firth who
travelled down to meet us and assist in sorting out the route. We drove the sixty-odd miles in our
Vitara following more or less what I had planned. Nick kept saying, “these rods are made for the
Cappuccino.’ I think you will all agree. We stopped for lunch at Hathersage and stumbled across
Friar Tucks, a super eating place. I think that most of those who took part had Sunday lunch there
and agree it was a good find.
What about entertainment? Alex said we had a limited budget and obviously wanted to save the
club money. I think I found the perfect solution with Andy Magic. Yes, Andy Magic - read this
again slowly! Andy comes in our local pub and as a hobby has taught himself card tricks. He has
never ceased to amaze me and I thought I could share him with the club. More importantly he
would not accept any payment so Alex agreed that SCORE payfor his meal and accommodation.
Well worth the entertainment and the mystified looks from everyone else on the night!
We also needed prizes for the things going on. In fact I begged that much we had more than we
needed. Two Suzuki SCORE Dealers - Autoworld at Chesterfield and Appleyards at Keighley - were
both happy to give prizes. KIT at Chesterfield made me a leather bag so the original canvas one I
had was donated as a prize. What about the excess goodies? Well an auction to raise funds seemed
like a good idea. Alex agreed and he put some other Suzuki/ Cappuccino goodies into the auction
pot as well. Who would have thought this would raise over £300 for SCORE and entertain us at the
dinner as well?!
Preparations continued over the next few weeks with phone calls and routes/ menus being planned
and printed. Alex helped with the publicity and invitations, managing all incoming entries and
updating both myself and the hotel with numbers of people and Cappuccinos.. and of course a very
famous Daihatsu Copen which is fast forming an Italian Love Affair! The week leading up to the
National Rally I drove down to the area again. I checked the Treasure Hunt to make sure that all the
clues were still in place. Then the Sunday Convoy Run was re-tested. Everything was working well
and only a few alterations made because of white lining in progress. It was all down to the day.
Saturday, 26 June soon came along....
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As we pulled into the car park at Hardwick Hall with Phil and Karen Osbourne just behind us, Alex
was already parked up in our specially designated area. He travelled up the previous day to save a
long journey on the Saturday which would be a busy day for all of us organisers. The first job was
to secure our parking area, decide on the parking formation for the Cappuccinos and display our
banner. Spots of rain began to fall. We just hoped it would not be for long. Linda and Alex took up
their post at the entry, for SCORE members to check-in and direct everyone to the parking area.
Within the hour, 30 cars were in place, making me feel quite proud as it all started to fall into
place. The rain did not last so just about everything went smoothly. There were two sittings for the
buffet lunch which saw everyone well fed. With Alex sorting the payment for this as people had
already paid SCORE, we were ready for the afternoon, keeping the time as easy going and as flexible
as possible. Some visited Hardwick Hall only, others did the Treasure Hunt only and even more did
both! There was also time to visit Chesterfield, famous for its Crooked Spire.

The Sandpiper Hotel
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It was a busy afternoon and by the time we reached the hotel, we were both in need to relax and in
need for a well deserved drink. We had half an hour before having to be back in the dining room to
meet people with their collected treasure pieces and completed answer sheets to the clues we set
them. So Linda and I had to mark the sheets as everyone else started to get to know each other
more. Almost all were marked as we sat down to dinner. The rest I marked inbetween courses. We
all had an excellent meal and brilliantly entertained by Andy’s amazing card tricks, as he flitted
from table to table. The top three winners were announced with Philip and Linda Gifford being the
lucky couple to get the top prize: a KIT bag and a special SCORE trophy. Runners up were Nick and
Jo Firth and, ahem, what we failed to do was remember the names of the other lucky couple. All
photos of these guys and girls are shown so whoever you are, sorry... ! And the booby prize went
to... our Copen Couple (ex-Cappo owners who are still enthused by the club and remain Associate
Members): Clive and Yvonne. They received a BOLLARD full of the treasure pieces people had
collected in the afternoon! We had our auction and when that was all over, Andy plucked up the
courage to do some more table top magic - perhaps the two double vodkas I bought him, helped
but then there was no stopping him. Linda later went around selling condoms at 50 pence each for those of you who were not there, don’t ask! The night turned into morning and there was still a
die-hard group - including Andy Magic and partner - in the bar at 2.30am as Linda and I retired.

Philip and Linda

Nick and Josephine

Who is this ever so lucky couple? Answers on a postcard please!
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Yvonne and Clive

HAPPY MEMORIES OF A SUPERB EVENING
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MORE MEMORABLE WEEKEND MOMENTS

The next morning and five hours later, we were up preparing for the Convoy Run. Our room was
lovely but was it really worth the money when we had only been in it for six hours all weekend? Of
course it was. Our convoy run set off almost on time, with some group photo shots including the
beautiful Monsal Head. Here, instead of the usual car group we went for a group people shot. We
arrived in Hathersage as planned and soon tucked into our food at the Friar Tuck - all brought out
with the minimum amount of waiting and fuss. Fond farewells were said as we all left for our
homes after a great weekend.
I enjoyed every minute of the planning and of the weekend. It was great to see so many friendly
and enthusiastic people with special thanks to our furthest travelled: an ‘overseas member’ Ian
Radcliffe from the Isle of Man and Wailim Wong with his partner, Kirstie Newton, having driven all
the way from Plymouth, Devon! I would do it again but not next year. If anyone wants help or
advice in planning such an event, then I will certainly give that.
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SCORE at Sydney Motorex
By Ernst Luthi

We had a very successful two days at the Sydney Motorex in July. We had six cars on display, four
green models from Bill, Bob, Mark and Richard (the one with the special bonnet and especially
driven from Adelaide to Sydney where Richard moved to recently). The other two was a silver
Cappuccino (Jamie’s, a friend of Richard) and Sonja’s red one.
We had some strong interest from various people and we may get some Cappo owners out of it.
One current Cappo owner was looking for an engine (we should be able to help with that) and we
may get a new member as well (a PINK Cappo!).
The leaflet we produced was well received and was a good tool to get the information to those that
were interested in getting a Cappo. We had to hide them in the end or they would have all
disappeared on the Saturday. We even had a visit from Graham, the guy who helped Gary Goodare
from New Zealand to transport his Cappa to the Salt Lakes in the U.S. He promised to send some
photos of the transport.
The show had approx 800 cars on display, from the 1926 vintage Rolls Royce to the latest Chrysler
Crossfire, American muscle cars and many hot rods. A lot of car clubs were present and we were
next to the Mini stand (very fitting) and the Chryslers.
I believe we all agreed that we will be back next year with a more attractive stand design (check out
the Mini Club stand photo - lower right picture on this page). The prize for the best stand by the
way is a trophy and $2000.
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During the course of the show weekend we discussed a few things for our Australian SCORE
chapter:
Australian website: we have a couple of IT people that made this suggestion and would create the
website for us
Motor Sport: if we wanted to participate in Motorkhanas or Super Sprints, we would have to be
affiliated with CAMS: Confederation of Australian Motor Sport. To be a member, we would have to
be an incorporated club in Australia. Would that be a problem? There are a few other options like
become a member of a CAMS club, like the Mini Club.
We have not yet looked into the efforts needed (and implications) to incorporate in Australia and
the cost of CAMS membership. We would appreciate thoughts from our OZ SCORE members:
please contact either myself or my wife, Sonja: sonja.luthi@au1.ibm.com or +61 2 9879 7069 or
write to us at 27 Ross Street, Gladeswell, NSW 2111
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Kiwi SCORE Gatherings
By Graeme Hansen

Our first club meet was a very low-key affair, somewhat due to the fact that two cars turned up but
size ain’t everything... Cappuccinos have proved that!
Maree and I met up with Graham and Anneke for coffee at a cafe in Clevedon, a rural town about
half an hour’s drive from Auckland. After comparing the differences between our green Cap and
their red one, we took off for a cruise to Maratai Beach for a unique photo with the Waitamata
Harbour as a stunning backdrop. Look for the cuddly kiwi in the picture! We then bid farewell and
cruised off into the mid winter sunset.
A small step for Kiwi SCORE, a big leap for Cappuccino-kind!
Our next get-together was in March, called quite innovatively The Rain and Shine Run as it just
turned out to be that! The weather had been a bit iffy all week, but Sunday morning arrived in
Howick with plenty of sun, three Suzuki Cappuccinos and a Toyota MR2. After a quick exchange of
greetings and car comparisons we set off to Te Kawhata, about 45 minutes south of Auckland, one
Cappo had other things to do so then there were only two.
We had arranged to meet up for morning tea with the remaining members at a local cottage tea
rooms. Awaiting our arrival were Ross and Dianne in their black “WEEONE”, the red Cap of Allan
and Vicky, a Nissan and another Toyota. Shortly after we were joined by Steph and Gary in their
yellow Bonneville Cappuccino Beastie.
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After coffee and some unusual but tasty scones, I led the way down the road, stopping only to
remove our roofs. Like a line of jelly beans on wheels, our multi-coloured convoy proceeded south
west to Raglan for lunch. Using my infamous map reading skills it was no time at all till I had got
us all lost. After graciously offering someone else a turn at the front, our Cappo line-up once again
moved off in that south westerly direction followed by the fan club of three.
Following a cattle truck on recently rained on roads ain’t much fun so I’m glad Allan and Vicky’s
once red Cap had taken the lead. Eventually we turned off State Highway One and headed toward
the wild west coast. This is true Cappo Country, tight turns, narrow roads and heaps of hills.
Between us and lunch hovered a lot of dark grey rain clouds that we had no option but to venture
under. As the rain began its attack, we suffered some casualties, those that stopped for roof fitting
were left behind. Only a fearless few continued on topless, braving the elements - or was that the
foolish few?
I was once again leading the pack of jelly beans, but in my rear view mirror I could make out the
yellow peril through my road spray. As we passed slower traffic with Ken in his blue ‘SHRTRC” not
far behind, we started to climb a decent hill. I thought Maree and I were making good pace when
the yellow peril screamed past in a wave of spray. I could have kept up if I’d turned off the air con,
honest!
We all made it to Raglan without incident and had lunch at Vinnie’s, followed by a photo shoot
and joy rides for those members without a Suzuki.
Special thanks to Allan, his wife and their mate (our unofficial club technical advisor), Dianne and
Ross, Steph and Gary and Allen and Vicky, for making the long trips they had to make to be there
on the day, and to Ken for the company on the trip homw. And last but not least a good old Kiwi
welcome to the new poms, Steve and Lorraine Gaunt who were SCORE members in the UK.
A good time was had by all.
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TREAT YOURSELF TO A NEW COMPACT AERIAL

Available in red or silver finish, this aerial (17.5 cm high) proved to be very popular first time round
so we have decided to repeat this special offer.
UK Members: £17.50 - Overseas Members: 30 Euros, $50 AUS, $55 NZ
The aerials are made to order so you need to send us your requirement, clearly stating the colour
you need, with payment: either a sterling cheque made payable to SCORE or arrange a bank transfer
(see page 24 for bank details). You need to send your order to the address below by no later
than 31/1/2005 so that we can organise one bulk order. Expect delivery by the end of March.
Peter Keyes, SCORE Aerial Offer, 13 The Glade, Welshwood Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 3JD

LEVOI’S LIMITED
The First Suzuki Dealer to sign up with SCORE to assist club members
- wealth of technical Cappuccino expertise - top quality servicing - SCORE discount (10%) on parts and servicing - specialist help for overseas members -

Call Ian Johnson on +44 (0) 1206 544 233 or info@levois.co.uk
Berechurch Road, Colchester, Essex CO2 7QB
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Cornish Piskie and Pastie Weekend
By Amanda Branton

Not only was it our first rally as newbie regional reps, but it was the first ever rally to be held in
Cornwall.
After a week of overcast skies and downpours, the sun shone down on us on the morning of
Saturday, 28th August when we all met in Falmouth. Eight Cappuccinos and one Daihatsu Copen
lined up for the off, a total of 17 people and our dog Bess, who managed to perfect the art of
squeezing into the footwell of the Cappo. With everyone sat behind the steering wheels ready to
go, Geoff - my husband - had a look of terror across his face when he suddenly realised that he may
have shut the car keys in the boot whilst stowing the roof panels. Whilst he tried to find a solution
to his predicament to Alex, who was prepared to drive him back home to collect the spares, I
scoured the area around the car and eventually spotted them on a wall behind the car. The relief on
Geoff’s face when I held up the keys was a picture. Needless to say, we will definitely be investing
in a remote boot release in the near future.
Our first drive of the day led us to St Michael’s Mount at Marazion. We were met by a minibus

(this had already been organised by us) which transported us across the causeway to the island.
First stop was the cafe where traditional pasties were sampled. The rest of the time was spent by
the group in exploring the castle, and not forgetting Sally Keyes and her infamous shopping - her
fame has spanned across Europe with the various Dutch, German and Italian SCORE trips she has
had! Hopefully by now she has been forgiven by Peter for spending an absolute fortune on a print
of St Michael’s Mount. The island became cut off by high tide within an hour of us arriving. We did
not have our swimming costumes so it was a short boat ride back to the mainland for everyone.
With everyone back at their cars, we then began the convoy to Land’s End. Alex managed to get
the famous signpost to show the actual distance betweeen this furthest westerly point of England
to the Kosai Factory in Japan where the Cappuccino was manufactured. Then we could have our
group photo, followed by the obligatory cream tea. I managed to get special permission for our cars
to be driven to the cliff edge for the photo as well as park up in the central square where they
received much attention from visitors as we walked around.exploring the area
Saturday evening we gathered at Falmouth Marina where we enjoyed a meal and used the time to
get to know the new members amongst as well as get to know others who had been in the club for
some time. Peter Keyes was able to use the excuse to enjoy a cigar outside on the balcony, whilst
looking at the boats and yachts with Wailim Wong before dinner.
Sunday morning was a little overcast but this didn’t dampen spirits. From Falmouth we drove in
convoy to the King Harry Ferry where the cars boarded to be taken from one side of the river to the
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other. Poor Kirsty - Wailim’s partner - had gone ahead of the convoy as a foot passenger to capture
some photos of us as we drove off, but she ended up open to the elements when we had a sharp
shower as well as a good run to get into Wailim’s Cappuccino.
Once we reached the Roseland side of Truro we headed for the Smugglers Cottage at Tolverne, a
very quaint little cottage set on the river with much history relating to the D Day Landings. This
was the first stop of the day where we enjoyed the scenery, made lots of photos - as we always
seem to do - had morning coffee and cake, not forgetting our rendition of Happy Birthday to Roy
Smith who had accompanied his wife, Stephanie, in her Cappuccino.
The final stop of the weekend found us at The Eden Project where we took the opportunity for
another group photo before saying farewell to some of our group who had to leave. For those who
remained, we got our group tickets and made for the cafe for a Sunday Cornish lunch - pasties of
course - under two canopies as it was raining. Some of us had dripping rain on our backs as we ate,
but we got even wetter once we started our visit inside the diomes - the heat was incredible, but
then we were strolling through tropical rain forests from around the world.
A very enjoyable weekend was had by all - both Geoff and I appreciate everyone who came along
to our first SCORE event. It was as much fun in organising as it was over the weekend. We look
forward to meeting more members in the near future.
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OUTDOOR
Polyester woven textile with antiUV treatment, lightweight,
smooth, high water resistance,
breathable,
elasticated all-round hem,

IN-GARAGE
Dust-proofed nylon textile,
breathable, easily washable,
elasticated both ends.

All our covers have two protected front door zips. We cover cars from 8 feet to
22 feet - all shapes and sizes - as well as cover motorcycles and caravans.
We also produce bespoke storage bags for the Cappuccino roof panels.
PRICES
(including VAT/ UK delivery; please call for overseas delivery)
Outdoor Cover : £102
In-Garage Cover : £73
Set of 3 Roof Panel Storage Bags: £88
We accept most credit and debit cards - cheques payable to Cover
Systems

C O V E R SYSTEMS (CAP)
49 Grove Road, Rushden NN10 0YD
+44 (0) 1933 410 851 (Monday - Saturday)

Cappuccinos are Ace!
By Jane Scott

Well I just did not know what to expect coming along to the Ace Cafe London for the Suzuki
Sunday being organised by Alex... well his involvement was only for the Cappuccinos of course,
the only four wheelers there as most others were Suzuki motorbikes.
It was fantastic to see so many Suzuki enthusiasts, all so passionate about their prides and glories,
gleaming brightly despite the rather overcast August day. This was my third SCORE event I’ve been
to and as always I am a sucker to compare my red beauty with others. I must admit that I liked
Alex’s new rear light embellishers which gives the Cappa an interesting and more modern look. I
had already seen it at this year’s national rally in Derbyshire, felt unsure then and now seeing it for
the second time, I really want to buy a set from Cappuccino Sport. I’m rambling...
We were 6 cars strong and I was astonished by the interest of the bikers in our 657cc engine. One
car had to have its bonnet open all the time(not mine as the engine was too dirty for viewing). I did
let a few sit inside and one 6’3” guy in leathers chatted me up to take him our for a spin. Needless
to say that I was not interested, despite an offer of riding pinion with him on his GSXR.
Had the most unhealthy of lunches with burgers and chips with lashings of tomato sauce, but hey,
it’s not often and it is a Sunday. Met up with Brendan, selling the SCORE merchandise and fell for
some of the brochures and the postcard set. Rest of the time was spent just talking and talking,
making you wonder how much one can say about the Cappuccino and also learn from others.
When all finished, Alex led us in convoy to Beaconsfield, to what is reputed to be the oldest pub in
England: The Royal Standard. Our group certainly clicked socially and we all had a great time.
Here’s to a few more that I want to go to...!
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Exploring Test Valley
By Adrian Furniss
Having organised a smaller “Spring drive”event back in April, the main event for the Berkshire,
Hampshire and Surrey Region was the “Test Valley and Berkshire Downs” Weekend.
It’s strange how these things pan out sometimes: whilst the ‘small’ event attracted some 13 cars,
the ‘big’ event attracted just six. That said, we made an excellent, cohesive, more intimate and
(almost) manageable group of seven people. Great fun was had by all.
Low numbers were possibly explained by the choice of doing the event on a bank holiday weekend,
August 28th - 29th, but may also be due to a concurrent event down in Cornwall. Never mind, our
combined numbers kept the SCORE flag flying in the South and may be even rivalled some of
Martin Jones’ events up North.
The event was publicised by post within the Region and to all members lucky enough to enjoy
access to the SCORE website. The route was recce’d twice - with many thanks to my friend and
co-organiser Ian Linden. Our first recce was undertaken on two separate days, the first in Ian’s
Cappo and the second in his Suzuki X-90. This gave Ian the opportunity to try out a fairly serious
off road track up on the Berkshire Downs, great fun despite - no because of - deep hard-baked ruts
left by previous vehicles. The X-90 only got stuck once when all four wheels rutted simultaneously,
but Ian knew how to get out.. The second complete recce was done with me driving my Cappo,
which was important as I would be leading the real thing.
Our itinerary was as follows...
On Saturday, we met at Stockbridge in Hampshire. We drove through the Test Valley in convoy,
passing through Longstock, Fullerton, Wherwell, Middleton, Longparish and Whitchurch. Lunch at
the Red House Inn at Whitchurch. We continued our convoy drive through some beautiful villages,
ending up at Newbury. For those interested to know, our route took in Hannington, Kinsclere,
Woolton Hill, Walbury Hill, Inkpen and Hampstead Marshall.
In the evening we went to the Watermill Theatre to see and hear “Pinafore Swing”. This was a real
treat. The resident players are talented musicians as well as actors and specialise in productions
which fall halfway between concert and play. I sort of knew what to expect, having seen “A Star
Danced” in 2003 but I could not have predicted the outcome of a production which places a Gilbert
& Sullivan plot in a World War II environment! Any further attempt at an explanation would not do
the piece justice. You simply had to be there.
On the Sunday we met at Popham Airfield to attend the annual “Fly In and Classic Car Event”. This
is always entertaining with plenty of opportunity to see rare old vehicles as well as planes. We were
down to three Cappos but this was not a real problem. The weather was a bit chillier than one
would have expected for the time of year. It was good fun, with Ian Linden capturing both Saturday
and Sunday on video. He hopes to have this up on the Internet in the very near future.. Thanks to
everyone who came along, to what was a memorable and enjoyable weekend.
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The Latest SCORE Magazine Back Issues

SPECIAL OFFER OF
£1.50 per back issue
Your chance to purchase back issues you have missed from 1 - 16*
Please quote the issue number in your order to the SCORE store
Prices include packing/ posting for UK members only. Overseas members must email
merchandise@score.org.uk for postal charges to country of residence.
* Subject to availability

FOR ALL YOUR CAPPUCCINO SERVICING NEEDS IN YORKSHIRE
CALL 01535 682 401 NOW
Colin Appleyard is pleased to help all SCORE members
from their workshops in Keighley, Huddersfield or Ashton-under-Lyne.
Your SCORE contact at Colin Appleyard is Aziz Ahmed.
We are pleased to help you in any way we can.
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Culture and Chips Again
By Graham Farley

The weekend of the tour dawned and sunshine proved to be the order of the day. 2004 certainly
proved to a very wet year and this encompassing factor probably reduced the attendees gathering
outside the Woolpack medieval public house in Coggeshall on Saturday, 21st August 2004.
Those attendees I hope were suitably rewarded with a multitude of benefits including topless
driving, wonderful Essex, Suffolk lanes and the sites on the planned route of this two-day tour.
The Saturday route took in I think one of the best lanes in Suffolk, twisting, rising and falling along
the side of the valley from Bures in Suffolk to Sudbury, with spectacular views of the valley and its
medieval hamlets. Our first planned stop was at the fine Queen Anne mansion, Belchamp Hall,
better known as Felsham Hall in the BBC Lovejoy TV programme. We were treated to nice tea and
biscuits in the walled garden to the side of the house and then given a fascinating private tour of
the house interior. The owners and their family lavished all of this hospitality with enthusiasm.
Whilst we soaked up the history our cars gleamed, with slightly muddy bits, on the circular drive,
well it had rained like a monsoon during the week!
From Belchamp Hall the route circumnavigated some of the prettiest villages in Suffolk including
Cavendish and Clare as well as through Borley. Borley is famous as the location of the most
haunted house in England, the haunted rectory no longer exists having burnt down in the 1930s
but I didn’t think it wise to stop and so onwards we sped to Kentwell Hall. This fine 16th century
moated hall and farm provided lunch and further culture……After our respite our band of brothers
wound their way through the area of Suffolk made popular by the artist Constable through
Manningtree, famous for being the birthplace of Matthew Hopkins, Witch finder General to our
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‘fish and chip’ destination Dovercourt, near Harwich. Dovercourt was the location of Warner’s
Dovercourt Holiday Camp, better known as ‘Maplins’ of Hi Di Hi television fame. We promenaded
along the Victorian waterfront with its beach huts and award-winning beach until our sights set on
local fish and chips. A slightly longer than expected walk but still very enjoyable saw us munching
our repast watching the ‘boats come in’ and seagulls before returning to our cars to head back to
Coggeshall. It was truly ‘good night campers’.
Sunday’s tour started again from Coggeshall and took in the villages and lanes of the Essex NW
passage passing through the very pretty historic wool towns of Dunmow and Thaxted before
arriving at Audley End House near Saffron Walden. Audley End was completed in 1616 and was as
big as Hampton Court. Charles II owned this, one of his palaces and used the house as an
overnight residence on his way to bet at the races in Newmarket. The remaining house is only half
its original size but it is still massively beautiful with collections of art and furniture. The gardens
are a delight to the senses. After lunch at Audley End it was time for fast country lanes and villages
including Finchingfield and the Bardfields. Cappos thrive on fast lanes and the grins etched on faces
lit the walls of our final stop, the bastion of Hedingham Castle. Hedingham Castle was built by
someone called Norman in 1140, and is one of the best Norman buildings in England (Norman
again). We played knights, damsels and Robin Hood in the castle and someone Maid Marion but
she wasn’t complaining! More burning rubber on the tarmac with the occasional single-track road
to concentrate the mind and at 5pm we parked in Coggeshall in time for our booked cream teas.
The clock tower tea room garden echoed to the sounds of Cappo folk having great fun and it was a
privilege to host the event for such a fine band of ‘cousins’, you know who you are……….oh and
the sun kept on shining.
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Isle of Wight classic Car Show
By Ian Linden

Mark and Katie organised this one - I was just one of the few who came along. Other SCORE guys
who came were Gordon and Ellen with their red Cappo and Rik with his black Limited Edition Series
3. Mark and Katie came by BMW trike, by special request of the show organiser, but since they got
us free ferry tickets, fairy nuff.
Our first day was at Newport Quay, where we were stationed alongside the trikes. So if we were not
quite as way-out as they, we were apparently nearly as noteworthy in the eyes of the organiser. A
silver Honda Beat appeared on our right and it was interesting to be able to compare the cars side
by side. Hard to make a judgement on the basis of a static look-and-sit, but I’d say I wouldn’t swap
my Cappo for one, but wouldn’t mind it as an extra.
Our overnight hotel was a splendid 1920s palazzo in Ryde, with Art Deco architecture and Art
Nouveau interior touches - ideal for a Hercule Poirot episode. Fortunately no murder was discovered
during our stay, although diets (where applicable) suffered a severe assault. The management
appeared to try to redress the balance by curtailing butter and marmalade supplies at breakfast, but
did not suceed - we’re not called SCORE for no reason.
Although the forecast had not been particularly encouraging, we only had a few spots of rain on
the Saturday. Sunday dawned nice and clear. We pottered round the corner to Canoe Lake, where
the organiser had reserved a nice spot for the Cappos. The number and variety of show vehicles
was greater then on Saturday including a rather unique Fiat 500 with trailer, and visitor numbers
were higher. The Cappos attracted plenty of interest and quite a few serious prospective owners
made themselves known (and were genned up on SCORE of course).
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We had an extra Cappuccino for Sunday as Rik brought out his colour matched Aoshima model
and displayed it on his bonnet. It even has the registration number of his big Cappo on the plates!
We left a little earlier than planned and tried for an earlier ferry that we had booked for. Rik and I
were turned away and told to come back for our booked time, but Gordon and Ellen were ushered
through - perhaps the ferryman favours red? However Rik’s local knowledge came to the fore, as we
did a mini tour of the Isle of Wight and found things very quiet at the Yarmouth to Lymingtom
ferry so we jumped the queue that way.
It started raining shortly after we landed on the mainland, and all the main routes from the West
seemed choked with traffic. I ended up returning to Camberley via Stockbridge and the A30, instead
of the M27/ M3 motorways, which is much nicer in a Cappuccino anyway!

PRE-WINTER CAPPUCCINO MAINTENANCE
This article provides a non-exhaustive collection of suggestions for “good things to do” with
the Winter in mind. This either means off-the-road till the weather gets better, or tough
times ahead. The suggestions address both cases. Ian Linden
Coolant
“Normal” anti-freeze has an effective life of two years. Whilst the ethylene glycol will continue to
give protection against freezing, the corrosion inhibitor will lose effectiveness if the solution is not
changed, and expensive repairs can become necessary. “Longlife” antifreeze is available, lasts five
years and is worth the extra outlay.
If your coolant is not due a change, it’s a good idea to check its concentration with a hydrometer (a
calibrated float). They are quite inexpensive and last for years - mine is 40 years old!. It’s marked
with dots to indicate solution strength and is really easy to use.
To change the coolant, follow the instructions at Page 6B-9 of
the Service Manual. Don’t forget to drain and clean the
reservoir (“overflow”) tank, or the old coolant will
contaminate the new. If you buy concentrated coolant, it’s a
good idea to use soft water to dilute it, to keep the system
free of “hardness salts” which can block the waterways in the system. I live in a hard water area, so I
use water from the kitchen filter. Whilst the bonnet is open, have a good look at all the coolant hoses,
for signs of leakage or deterioration.
Battery
Winter puts added strain on the battery. The oil is colder and more viscous, so starting imposes a
higher load. The battery fluid (electrolyte) is colder, so less power is available. You can help by
ensuring the top of the battery is clean, so there is no leakage path for current between the terminals
(which can slowly discharge the battery), the terminals are clean and free of corrosion (once clean,
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Vaseline is a good preservative for the terminals) and the electrolyte level is correct. If necessary, top
up with distilled water (using tap water is a false economy – the shortened battery life will cost more
than you can save).
If the Cappo is out of use for the winter, it’s a good idea to trickle charge the battery (say) once a
month for eight hours or so. Suitable chargers can be bought for a reasonable price and – you
guessed it – last for ages. Mine is about 30 years old and still does the job. The way to tell whether a
charge is needed is to use a battery hydrometer (provided your battery has removable “bungs” – if it’s
the sealed type you just cross your fingers, I suppose). I bought a new one yesterday for less than £4,
and I expect it to outlast me. (The old one only lasted about twenty years, but I’m sure this one is
better!)
Ignition
It is a fact that high voltage will seek the easiest path to earth (or ground, in North America). You
need to ensure that you are not providing an easy path by maintaining the insulation of the ignition
system. The key is cleanliness. Some think a spray of WD40 is all that is necessary to keep the
ignition components in a good state. It isn’t. Whilst WD40 is good at dispersing moisture, and can
therefore help to restore function in an “emergency” situation, it leaves a sticky residue, which acts
like a magnet to dirt. Now, just as there is dark dirt which adheres to light coloured surfaces, and
light dirt which adheres to dark, there is insulating dirt which adheres to conductors, and conductive
dirt which adheres to insulators. Both types will be assisted in their work by the WD40 residue.
The answer is to clean the ignition wires, and the distributor and coil outer surfaces, with a degreasing
agent. I use methylated spirits, which is cheap and leaves no residue. In the good old days, we had
to open the distributor and maintain the rotor and contact set (the “points”). This is largely a thing
of the past, and distributor caps are now usually sealed with gaskets. This may be controversial, but I
don’t recommend opening it up to see why it’s still working. There is more chance of doing harm, by
allowing ingress of dirt, than good, by inspecting the rotor. Of course, if the system is giving trouble,
you do need to open up to look for rotor damage or tracking within the cap.
Brakes
Remove wheels and check pad wear is within the limits in the
manual (Page 5-11). Whilst you have the rear wheels off,
you have a golden opportunity to forestall the seized hand
brake problem, which has resulted in many owners forking
out for very expensive new brake calipers. This need never
happen to you. Slacken the handbrake cable at the adjuster on the lever, and remove the cables from
the operating arms at the hubs (they attach to the items labelled 6 (toggle shaft) on the drawing at
Page 5-21). Use a large screwdriver or something similar to exercise the toggle shaft against the spring
to ensure it moves as it should. Now clean the toggle shaft and spring coiled around it with a
proprietary cleaner (or WD40), and grease well with a good quality grease (eg Castrol LM). Make sure
the grease gets around the area where the toggle shaft enters the caliper casting – this will prevent the
salt solution getting at it and causing the seizure problem. Refit the cables.
Continued on page 66

SCORE store 4
Following on from page 27, here continues the list of specially selected Cappuccino test reports...
Guardian Series
Mail Motoring
MG Enthusiast
Motor Cycle Int.
Nottingham Herald
Performance Car
Peterboro Ev. News
Rochdale Express
Rochdale Observer
Sunday Telegraph
Sunday Times Mag
Swindon Ev Advertiser
The Hinckley Times
Top Gear
Top Gear
Top Gear
Top Gear
Walsall Observer
Western Daily
Western Telegraph
What Car
Which Car
Yorkshire Post

28/01/1994
Unknown
04/1994
Unknown
22/12/1994
05/1994
28/10/1994
04/1994
16/12/1994
14/12/1993
31/01/1993
1994
03/02/1994
11/1993
04/1994
11/1994
06/2000
11/02/1994
15/12/1994
30/12/1993
02/1994
06/1994
14/12/1994

B&W
Colour
Colour and B&W
Colour
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
Colour
B&W
B&W
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
B&W
B&W
Colour
B&W
Colour
B&W

1 page
2 pages
2 pages
2pages
1 page
8 pages
1 page
1 page
1 page
1 page
1 page
1page
1 page
5 pages
1 page
7 pages
1 page
1 page
1 page
2 pages
1 page
1 page
1 page

If you want a complete list of the Cappuccino road test reports, please send an A4 size stamped
self-addressed envelope (please write REPORTS on top right hand corner) to
The SCORE store, 19 Hillside Drive, Cowbridge, Wales CF71 7EA
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SCORE store 5

ADJUSTABLE BASE BALL CAP
£7

SWEAT SHIRT
£14.50

FULL ZIPPED FLEECE JACKET
£22.50

RUGBY SHIRT
£20

POLO SHIRT
£12
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SCORE store 6

TAX DISC HOLDER
£0.50

PRODUCT BROCHURE
£3

GLOVEBOX WALLET
£7
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PRESS BROCHURE
£3

VEHICLE SPECIFICATION LEAFLET
£0.50

LIMITED EDITION SOUVENIR BOOK
£7.50

How to order from the SCORE store
Either photocopy this page to use as your order form or visit our online store at www.score.org.uk
DISCLAIMER
All prices quoted are for SCORE members and associates only; non-SCORE members should call or
email (contact details below) for price information.
The advertised price includes packing and posting for UK residents. The cost of postage will vary
for overseas members - please contact us (details below) for more information by advising us what
you require and we will advise you of the total cost of postage to youe country.
Choice of garment sizes: small, medium, large, x-large, xx-large
Name:

SCORE membership number:

Address:
City/ town:
Postcode:
Country (if overseas):

County:

Daytime telephone:
Email address:
ITEM(S) TO BE ORDERED

PRICE

QUANTITY
REQUIRED

VALUE OF
ORDER

TOTAL VALUE OF ORDER:
UK sterling cheques to be made payable to “SCORE”
See page 24 for paying by bank account transfer
The SCORE store, 19 Hillside Drive, Cowbridge, Wales CF71 7EA
Tel: +44 (0) 1446 771 208 Email: merchandise@score.org.uk
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continued from page 61
Now adjust the handbrake exactly as stated at Page 5-13. It is very important that the footbrake is
operated to extend the pads against the disks with the cable slack. If the method is not followed, the
internal components (2, 3, 4 & 5 on Page 5-5) will not be in the right position for the adjustment, and
you’ll probably fail the next MOT.
Turning to the footbrake, if it’s a little spongy, you may
achieve an improvement by bleeding the brake lines. The
procedure is at Page 5-14. However, it is a fact sometimes
overlooked that brake fluid is hygroscopic (absorbs water),
and really ought to be changed every other year. This
procedure is the same as bleeding, except that, instead of stopping when the bubbles stop coming
out, you go on until fresh fluid (it obligingly changes colour with age) is visible in your plastic bleed
pipe; of course you will need to keep topping up the reservoir with fresh fluid. Incidentally, do not
use the leftover fluid from the year before last. Once the container is opened, it will keep no better
than that in the car.
And a last tip: wear rubber gloves. Most automotive fluids, brake fluid included, are bad for the skin.
Keep it Running
If you intend to keep the Cappo off the road in the “salty” season (and, if you have an alternative
vehicle, who would blame you?) it’s a good idea to run the engine up once a month or so. Do this
with the garage door open, and warm the engine at something like 2000 rpm till the temperature
gauge reaches the normal point. If you can do this a fortnight before/after the trickle charge for the
battery, that should keep things in good nick.
Some people recommend a little movement (say up and down the drive) as being of benefit to the
transmission and wheel bearings. Others doubt this. If it’s not raining, it can’t do any harm, so why
not?
Air Conditioning
The system needs to be run (say) once a month for a few minutes, to circulate lubricant and keep the
seals in good condition, irrespective of the outside temperature, or whether the car is in use or laid up.
If it’s in use, you will probably do at least enough in demisting, but if laid up, add this in to the
monthly warm-up cycle.
Rubber Seals
You won’t find this mentioned in the maintenance schedule, but the very cleverly designed seals
which keep our roofs (fairly) watertight do require some attention. I use a Rubber and Vinyl care
product twice a year (say before and after Winter), and very effective it is in stopping the surface
becoming either dried out and liable to crack, or decomposing into a sticky gel (the latter is probably
due to acid rain or something similar). Highly recommended.
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Idle Air Control Valve
It’s Item b on Page 6E-9. Prevention is better than cure, so I
give a twice-yearly treatment with Carburettor and Fuel
Injection Cleaner into the IAC Valve air inlet pipe, with the
engine running. If it’s not actually giving forth the “death
rattle”, ten squirts should forestall it. If it is, I prescribe forty
squirts, repeated daily until it stops.
The Manual
I’m aware that you won’t all have a copy of the Service Manual to which I’ve referred several times. At
£60 or so, it’s a bit steep, but the club is fortunate to have Suzuki’s permission to make it available on
our website for members only. But if you can’t or won’t get on the web, I think you owe it to your
little beauty to buy a copy – it’s a rattling good read – really tells you how things work.
And Finally
Merry Christmas and a happy Cappo-caring New Year.
Ian Linden

AS A SCORE MEMBER THERE’S SO MUCH TO ENJOY FROM
www.suzuki-cappuccino.com
- a huge information resource on members’ Cappuccino experiences - post instant messages to other club members - get answers to those questions you have about your car - join in a variety of fun games and competitions - take advantage of the occasional SCORE promotion - access to various online workshop/ parts manuals - new online club merchandise area If you haven’t already done so, click on REGISTER in the navigation bar
appearing on the Message Board and follow the instruction.
If you’ve registered, do make full use of the website.
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SCORE Double Birthday Weekend
By Anne Andersen

On a misty Saturday morning on the last weekend of October, 17 Cappos with their owners,
friends, family and one Daihatsu Copen (it just wouldn’t be the same without Yvonne and Clive)
gathered at Baron’s Court Hotel in Walsall. We all greeted, chatted and exchanged news over
sandwiches and cuppas. Also quick looks over the Cappos to see who had got anything new!
The AGM started at 2.30pm with a welcome from Alex and proceeded with lots if interesting news
updates on membership, events, merchandise, finances and other issues raised by members.
Although it was scheduled to finish at 4.30pm it was such an interesting meeting - yes, really with much participation from the floor, and it over ran somewhat, but no matter. I’m sure you can
read the minutes under a separate item. However we were all saddened to hear that due to pressure
of work in his non-Cappo life, Alex regretfully gave notice that he wished to give up his posts as
Secretary and Treasurer as well as his work in the magazine, national events and looking after the
membership database. We’ll just have to see who comes forward. The AGM was followed by an
auction of Cappo items that are not normally available - but it could in the auction. There was
some very competitive bidding (not least from me - sorry Marcel!) for items like a plastic car model,
Suzuki key holders, souvenir photos and other pictures, a workshop manual and a Cappuccino sales
portfolio amongst others. Just over £200 was raised.
It was 6pm before we dragged ourselves away to go for a walk, have a drink or watch Strictly Come
Dancing on the television - go on, I’m sure I wasn’t the only one! At 8pm we gathered downstairs
in the bar dressed in suitably dressed costume for a Halloween Gala Dinner. There were some
fantastic outfits as you can see from the photos (BTW Bjarne and I are in disguise in the photo
above) from ladylike cat masks and pointed hats to scary “Scream” masks, devil’s horns, alien
faces, Pete Roberts’ revolting face and uncanny eye glasses. Well done for everyone for effort! We
then enjoyed a Scarey SCOREY three course dinner and liquid refreshment and the many tables of
ten people enabled new members to get to know the “oldies”.
When we were all well and truly fed, Amanda and Alex conducted a general knowledge quiz - a
variety of taxing, thought provoking questions including a “know your Cappo” round. They were
taxing to those who had drunk more than one bottle of wine or who were so old as to be suffering
from short term loss, but we all enjoyed it. The result was a tie between two couples: Pam and
Michael Elphick plus Brendan and Tracy Molony. A tie-breaker to determine the winner: it was Pam
who won a very rare silver Cappo assembly model which she gamely auctioned off, giving the
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proceeds to club funds, what a good sport! The terrible twins - Peter and Pat - got the wooden
rolling pin for the least number of points. Brendan and Tracy organised a Lucky Dip: small red
Cappuccino gift boxes drawn from a black bag - some had gifts like mini Cappo key rings and tie
pins, others with wacky puzzles and chocolates and some with nothing! All very good fun! The
weekend organisers helping Alex - Amanda and Paul - told us a little about the events for the next
day to whet our appetites! We then moved to the bar for more drinks and chat, gradually drifting to
our bedrooms after a very enjoyable evening.
Sunday morning dawned dry, sunny and no wind - what else can you wish for, to go topless? After
breakfast there was a lot of manoeuvering of baggage to allow the roofs to be packed in the boots
(ha ha!) or on the back parcel shelf - where they couldn’t slip about for those sensible members
who had bought Alex’s ‘creation’ of a non slip mat, specially cut to fit. There were only a handful
made by Alex and all were snapped up! Amanda and Paul briefed us on the day’s events and they
handed out very comprehensive instructions on the route and destinations of the convoy - no one
could get lost. Whilst all this was going on, two other Cappuccinos arrived on the scene: Vic
Hutchins with a very unique gull-wing car in a striking purple- changing paintwork and Dany
Gagnon in a scarlet red Cappo with red leather trimmed seating and steering wheel. Cool that. No
photos could do justice on Vic’s Cappo - you have to see it in the flesh and walk round it to admire
the beast, looking that it had come from another planet. It was much photographed and admired although I did hear a wee murmur of “too flash - our Cappos don’t need to be tarted up like that!”
We pressed a hotel guest to take a photo of us crowded round the purple-changing Cappo and then
the convoy set off.
We drove first to the National Memorial Arboretum at Alrewas, near Lichfield, where we could
spend half an hour looking at the various commemorations. It was officially opened in 2000 as a
focus for remembrance of many different regiments and groups and is an interesting place to spend
time. It was back to the car park where a few members of the public were admiring our
beauties and we drove onwards to Halfpenny Green Vineyard at Bobbington. Alas on the way,
Dany’s Cappo overheated - shock horror - so there was much ringing of mobile phones while the
earlier part of the convoy parked up at a fuel station. Dany managed to sort the problem and we
rolled onto the Vineyard. As we pulled in another Cappo developed a problem - a sticking
accelerator cable, but this was quickly sorted with the help of some oil from the dipstick! At the
Vineyard we walked around looking at the fields, wine making facilities and the many craft shops
which had unusual gifts - just in time for Christmas: a nice touch from the organisers! This did
mean we had to put the roofs on, partly because the weather was definitely cooling down as well
as provide more space for the purchases of the gifts and bottles of wine.
Roll on the convoy for a few more miles and we arrived at The Mermaid Pub near Wightwick
Manor. The landlord was still smiling despite our being an hour later than scheduled. He opened up
a private car park for all our Cappos and then locked them in - how exclusively secure! We were
soon tucking into some very tasty meals, talking even more about thing - we never seem to get
tired of chatting and we do enjoy each other’s company. We said our goodbyes and departed for
our homes. Amazingly Paul and Amanda were going home to organise a children’s Halloween party
that very evening for about 30 people. They both did a superb job helping Alex with this very
memorable weekend in every respect - a special thanks to you three!
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Four vs. Two Wheels
By Kevin Douglas
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Congratulations
IT”S A BOY!

Best wishes to Greg Stewart and Lyndsey-Jane Strachan on the birth of their baby boy, Finlay
Strachan Stewart. He was born on Monday, 26 July 2004 at 5.11am. Finlay weighed in at 7lb 9oz.

WEDDING BLISS

Oz SCORE members Mark and Ann Taylor recently got married at Parramatta in Sydney, complete
with Cappuccino wedding car: will they still have their silver Cappo at their silver anniversary?
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Hooked on Cappuccino
By Mark Taylor
It all began around August 2001. An insignificant looking blue convertible came through the
Service Department where I worked. I thought it looked kinda cute and I decided to take it for a
spin around the block before it went up on the used car lot. I have to admit I’ve had a great variety
of cars over the years but nothing, absolutely nothing has affected me like this little marvel. It was
brilliant! Unfortunately the sales department wholesaled this car for a ridiculously low price before I
had a chance to buy it. But I was hooked.
I spent the next three years obsessed. I found myself looking in car yards, in the classifieds and on
the Internet. I just had to have one, which can be difficult here in Australia. I even downloaded a
picture of one to use as a screensaver on my computer.
Then a couple of weeks ago I happened across one at Parramatta in Sydney’s western suburbs only
10 minutes from where I live. I reminded myself that it’s just a car but when I saw that distinctive
silhouette created by the car cover I could feel my pulse quicken. It wasn’t in mint condition and a
test drive indicated a couple of minor problems so I haggled a bit until we agreed on a fair price.
I’ve driven my new toy to work and back nearly every day. I love looking at people’s expressions
when they pull up behind it in traffic. I watch them as they strain their eyes and say the word
Cappuccino to the person next to them and a big smile comes over their faces.
As fate would have it, my new wife is expecting twins next March. We are going to buy a van to
transport the troops, she already has two teenage boys, but we both agree the Cappuccino is now
an active member of the family and has to stay. Besides I intend giving it a rebuild soon so I can
participate in SCORE outings and thrash it around racetracks on weekends.

Let’s Drive on!
By Dave Reynolds

Hi Guys! Well my Capp story starts a few years ago. Not sure when and really how, but I must
have seen one somewhere and as they do, it caught my eye and I’ve loved them ever since.
I have always loved cars and as I got a little older and started earning a little money, I began getting
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more expensive cars. I was beginning to get sick of my old MR2 that I had owned for two years and
wanted something new and diffeent. I have always loved small cars and to look stylish so I believed
it was time, time for an upgrade!!
A lot of homework was done before I was sure it was the right car for me. I took one Capp for a
test drive in a car yard and automatically made up my mind and have not stopped smiling since.
Once I had got my mind set on it, it was time to go Capp shopping which, here in Oz can be rather
difficult considering the few numbers on the road. I came across some that were overpriced and
sorry to say not too well looked after. But then one weekend there it was. Picked my baby up one
week later and do not have any regrets and didn’t think I ever would until about six months later I
was shattered, I crashed my baby. Driving down a busy road and in la la land fixing the radio, the
traffic stopped but not me. Bang. I could have cried. After three months and searching high and
low I found my rescuer - Dany Gagnon from Cappuccino Sport. He has been the best help to me
and I would like to once again say thanks to them for their help. I recommend him to anyone. I’m
still in the process of getting my car fixed but really can’t wait to have it looking 110% now thanks
to a much better look. Drive on all you Cappo lovers from here in Australia!!

A replacement Cappuccino?
By Tracy Hickman and Stewart Genery
When we purchased our Cappuccino we thought that we would own her for ever, but in 2003 we
decided to move to New Zealand and due to import restrictions we very reluctantly had to part
company from our Cappy - the photo of us together with the Cappy included here was one of the
last (sob, sob). She was sold to a couple from Norwich, who promised to take good care of her, but
still the tears flowed on parting. After three years of ownership, we had not only grown to love our
little car but also enjoyed making friends with SCORE members and taking part in events. Who
could forget the smashing Brighton - London day out (the one with the single-handed ‘how far can
I throw this plate’ competition?!?) or lining up the Cappos in the pedestrian square in Birmingham
at the AGM?
So here in NZ, in early January 2004 we decided to look for a classic car, and happened upon a
1968 Fiat 500 for sale at only NZ$2500 (about GB£850). Purchasing the car was an adventure in
itself as we live in Invercargill, right at the bottom of the South Island, and the car was based in
Blenheim, 950km away. However we took a leisurely 12 hour drive up on side of the island, bought
the car and the equivalent of another car in spare parts, and drove home on the other side of the
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island the next day.Not bad, eh? A circumnavigation and a hobby purchased all in a weekend! The
tiny Fiat was delivered the following week on the back of a huge transporter, and then the hard
work started.
‘Bambi’ the Bambina needed a complete overhaul: body restoration, paint, upholstery, tyres, carpet.
That lot certainly kept Stewart busy over the winter months as he did everything himself! When it
came to choosing the paint, the result was something of an accident! The paint colour was called
‘red metal flake’ on the can, and with Stewart’s colour blindness he was more than a little surprised
to be told he’s produced a bright pink car! However she looks stunning, she’s running well and is
as much fun to drive as Cappy (albeit a little slower). And with the sunroof and windows open, it’s
as exposed to the elements as a convertible. So if you’re ever thinking of a fun addition to your
Cappuccino, or even as a replacement, a Fiat 500 should definitely be considered - it’s impossible to
drive without a smile on your face!
EMAIL FROM TRACY ON 24 NOVEMBER 2004
Hi Alex. Well, we’ve finally joined the ranks of Cappo owners again - Stewart flew to Christchurch
today to close a deal on a 1993 red Cappuccino. She’ll be delivered next week by rail, and then we
can enjoy open top driving again! We’ll keep the Bambina for running around town, but it will be
great fun touring in our new Cappy. Take care, regards Tracy :)

How a Kiwi turned Cappuccino
By Graeme Hansen

It all started back in the early 90s when a mate showed me an article in the motor section of a daily
paper. I’d always liked cars that were different and what Suzuki was launching was definitely that,
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all that tech in such a tiny package.
Financially a new car was out of the question and at close to 50k a Cap wasn’t cheap. I put it away
in the dream file, but never forgot about it. After 3 children and as many people-movers later, the
idea of a self indulgent car was being entertained more often. While out walking with the kids we’d
often make comments as we passed an MG or MX5 to the effect we’re going to get a car like this
one day and they’d come back with ‘but there’s no room for us’, our answer was always ‘exactly’.
That ‘one day’ was getting nearer when we hired an MX5 for the weekend to celebrate Maree’s
birthday. My past experience of open topped driving was limited - beach buggies back in my teens
to vintage cars at our wedding, but that MX5 confirmed a convertible was what we needed! The
Cap bug was beginning to bite but it would be a couple of years of ridiculous drooling and short
test drives before a Cap would come into our lives.
I got my Cap, it was a Silver, looked awesome, but was just too small. We just couldn’t get into it.
At 1/24 scale size it would never do. If I was to own a Cap it would have to be a real one, not a
pewter one. First there was a red one, but it needed work and the seller didn’t accept my offer, so
with so few cars in New Zealand, finding a good one for sale was almost impossible. After placing
a few wanted ads with no response, I was wondering if I’d ever find one or maybe I should have
offered more for the red one. Then out of the blue came a phone message - someone had a car for
sale, but it was green. Green! I’d never heard of a green Cap, they were going to bring it round to
my work the next morning for a look. I had visions of something Kermit coloured or maybe one of
those 70s Golfs, but it arrived the next morning looking almost black with blue highlights in the
morning sun. British Racing Green with attitude. The owner was apologising about the dirt on it
and how he hadn’t washed it yet. I have since learnt that dark green cars get dirty even when
they’re snugly tucked up in the garage. They had owned the car for some years and since having
their son, they weren’t getting much use out of it. It was a 1995, last one sold new in NZ with only
28km on the clock - how could I resist. I grovelled to Maree and I grovelled to the seller and the
Cap was ours. I joined SCORE and being the only NZ member (then) I was technically the rep,
secretary, treasurer and event coordinator all rolled into one. Luckily we were a small club as I don’t
know how I would’ve coped otherwise!
Over the last couple of years more Cappo boffs have come out of the woodwork and Kiwi SCORE is
truly alive and well. With two club runs under our belt, a Targa rally class win and an entry at
Bonneville Speed Week, Cappuccinos are definitely on the up and up down in Godzone.
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For a few yen more
By Andy Barker

The Hakone region lies about 80km south-west of Tokyo, and is famed for its views of Mount Fuji
(Fuji-san as it’s known), Ashino-ko (Lake Ashino), volcanic springs and its roads (many Japanese
car magazine use this area to test drive new cars). Only being about 30 minutes from where I live
it had to be worth a trip in the Cappuccino while my girlfriend was over visiting.
First things first – I needed to get some fuel, most Japanese petrol stations are attendant service, as
soon as you pull onto the forecourt you’re met with welcoming shouts and attendants waving you
to the pump, you don’t even have to get out of your car, you get your windows and mirrors wiped
over and even your ashtray emptied. Then after you’ve filled up, an attendant will slow or stop the
traffic and wave you out on to the road! I can’t see it catching on in the UK, but I wouldn’t mind
seeing the prices at home, about 60p per litre (which the Japanese consider to be expensive). Tank
filled, we then headed out towards Odawara, a town at the south end of the Hakone region.
Although the fuel’s cheaper, there are road tolls to be paid. This soon adds up and by the time we’d
got to Odawara it has already cost 700 Yen (about £3.50), and that was for twenty miles of dual
carriageway. We took the Hakone Turnpike road out of Odawara (think A537 Cat and Fiddle road
from Macclesfield to Buxton, without the drizzle and speed cameras), and as we climbed we
caught glimpses of the Sagami Bay below. It wasn’t long before we could see evidence of people
driving a little bit too hard: skid marks across the road on to grass verges and bent Armco (perhaps
motoring journalists?). Many of the hairpin bends have plastic bollards separating the oncoming
lanes, and strips of high grip tarmac crossing the road (like very low speed humps). The idea
behind this is to try to stop people ‘drifting’ (driving sideways) and either colliding with the
scenery or worse, on-coming traffic. The bollards I can understand, the bumps on bends just seem
like a recipe for un-balancing the car (or bike) and throwing it of the road. There are a few people
out in Porsches, Skylines and RX7’s, it’s not long before we reach the top of the road and a café
with views over Lake Ashino. The car park’s got a fair few bikers in it (more parallels with the A537)
so we stop, get out of the car and get our first view of Fuji-san. There’s a group of people on
Classic Triumphs, and a few Ducatti’s too. While we’re stopped a Lancia Delta Integrale passes and
a Ferrari Testarossa, they like their Italian machinery… especially in red.
A few Porsches pass and we continue on the Ashino-ko Skyline road (again another toll road, think
A5/ A4086 Betws-y-Coed to Llanberis, without the drizzle, police helicopters and sheep), climbing
again, with Fuji-san looming large in the windscreen; many people are stopping at the side of the
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road to photograph it but we carry on to a small parking area (again loads of bikes), and see the
Testarossa which passed us earlier. In true Japanese style it had not really escaped without any
modifications; different wheels, brakes and an aftermarket exhaust (which sounded excellent) had
all been fitted, you’d think when it comes to the likes of Porsches and Ferraris, you wouldn’t need
to make modifications, but for the Japanese it’s almost considered essential, and there seems to be
added credibility if you have tuning parts from the same country that the cars manufactured in, so
Ansa, Brembo, MOMO and Speedline for your Ferrari, BBS, Bilstein and Recaro for the Porsche etc.
The road then winds and twists (more bollards and also cats-eyes the size and shape of Toblerone
bars,) and there are some lay-bys , proving some excellent opportunities for photos of the
Cappuccino with Fuji-san in the background (too good to miss) so we stop (again) and another
Ferrari passes, along with a London Taxi! I’ve since found out you can go on scenic tours of the
area in a London Cab, though I’m not sure if the drivers are as well versed in ‘you’ll never guess
who was in my cab the other day….’
We carry on along the Ashino-ko Skyline road, which soon narrows and becomes very twisty,
there’s no bollards or cats-eyes in the middle of the road now, the amount of rubber on the road
and the damaged Armco soon hints that this is a favourite stretch of road for drifting, but it’s 4 in
the afternoon so it’s unlikely we’ll meet a 200SX on opposite lock coming the other way (most of
this sort of activity take place at night.. so I’m told, not that I’d be trying it in the Cappuccino).
We head towards Gotemba where we see even more Ferraris (including a white 550, hmm not sure
about white) and then see signs for a Ferrari dealer (I was really beginning to think they were all too
common). Then we head onto the Tomei Express (about a fiver in tolls for 40mins motorway) back
towards home with the sun setting behind Fuji-san in the rear view mirror, a nice and most fitting
end to an excellent drive.

Heart rules the head
By Mark Harris

A few years back I got Evo car magazine whose values are more about how much a car made you
feel whilst driving it rather than anything as boring as cup holders and roof racks. There were the
usual favourites like Lotus, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Porsche etc and occasionally a little car known as
the Suzuki Cappuccino.
In one issue they even ran a feature on the Cappuccino history, ownership and things to look out
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for when buying either the Suzuki or the Honda Beat. I ingested all this with interest as even
though I’d only seen a couple of Cappuccinos in real life, I was very much taken by the little
Japanese car that punched well above its weight.
Earlier this year, whilst planning to leave work (and a company car) to study for 18 - 24 months,
and looking at what to get, the Cappuccino simply made a compelling choice. We could get one
within our budget, our mileage would be low so it shouldn’t depreciate too much and most of all it
had qualities I think are most important in cars: it was lightweight, rear wheel drive and puts the
driver at the very heart of the experience.
I was already aware of SCORE from searching about on the Internet so when I looked through the
classifieds for a low mileage example in our price range I was amazed to find that was THE car
featured alongside the Honda Beat in Evo Magazine! That very next weekend we went to see the
seller, Linda, herself a SCORE member, and even though I had seen a few on the roads, just the
dimensions alone put a smile on my face. My wife, who had never seen one in the flesh, was quite
shocked by how tiny it was, but there’s a first for everything I guess. Linda’s husband took me for a
quick spin and I was really impressed with the way the car performed and sounded. I expected the
soundtrack to be tinny with such a small engine, but after that short drive, my only reservation,
that it maybe too breathless, was firmly laid to rest. It was really in good condition and was so
obviously well loved we decided to buy it there and then. The next week we made the trip to pick it
up and the drive back, some 150 miles or so, confirmed we had made the right choice.
So 3000 miles and six months later, our Cappuccino is still putting a smile on our faces and what
started as a sensible choice from the head has become a fantastic choice of the heart.

Truly hers and his
By Julie Rickman

With my renewal for another 12 months I enclose a picture of my car besides my husband’s red
Caterham. He bought the Cappo as a Valentine Day present as he had forgotten to get me what he
usually does, ie a book of poetry. I have collected a few SCORE magazines and notice there’s yet
another couple with a Cappo and a Caterham. I have to be careful about saying which car I prefer. I
find the Caterham difficult to operate with the pedals so far away and the handbrake over on the
passenger side. John says he’s uncomfortable squeezed into my Cappo and finds it hard to drive
smoothly when his knees are under his chin.
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Football Brains
The Answers and Final Winner from our Competiton in Issue 16
We were impressed by the numbers of replies, and once we did the final marking there were three
SCORE members who answered 38 clues correctly and one 39. Interestingly enough they all had the
same answer to Clue 30: Animals Car. They all gave Oxford United! Here are the answers:
1. Wolves (Wolverhampton Wanderers)
2. Crystal Palace
3. Manchester United
4. Sheffield Wednesday
5. Everton
6. West Ham
7. Charlton Athletic
8. Millwall
9. Queens Park Rangers (QPR)
10. Leyton Orient
11. Spurs (Tottenham Hotspurs)
12. Arsenal
13. Celtic
14. Clyde (Bank)
15. Alloa
16. Airdrie
17. Rangers
18. Hamilton Athletic
19. Motherwell
20. Aston Villa

21. West Bromwich Albion (WBA)
22. Darlington
23. Port Vale
24. Cambridge
25. Maidstone
26. Aldershot
27. Luton
28. Doncaster
29. Mansfield
30. Catsford
31. Blackpool
32. Chesterfield
33. Preston
34. Watford
35. Southampton
36. Portsmouth
37. Cardiff
38. Newport
39. Swansea
40. Brighton

There can only be one winner as we only have one top prize: an original Suzuki Motor Corporation
video of the Cappuccino - this is different from the prize description in the previous magazine as by
mistake we used the assembly model as a prize at this year’s AGM by mistake - sorry!
The final winner actually achieved 39 correct answers and like the other three contenders who
shared second place, he also gave Oxford as the answer to Clue 30. Our people who originally set
the questions have been notified of this, but it does not really affect the final outcome of this prize
competition
The runner-ups who shared second position were in alphabetical order: Amanda and Geoff Branton,
Julie & Robert Davies and John Smith.
The winner of this competiton and soon to be proud possessor of this very special Cappuccino
video, giving an insight into the product development from concept to reality as well as the 1991
launch at the Tokyo Motor Show is.... Mel Mears.
Well done to Mel and to the runners-up; it was indeed a very close contest!
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The Drive of our Lives
By Simon P Keyes

Having been on a few SCORE trips with my family, I was inspired to write some verse, to capture
the thrills and enjoyment of driving the Cappuccino. I am planning to compose some music to
accompany this as well. Thought you all might like my composition...
We get in our cars and go for a spin,
We can’t help to go fast, it’s just the mood that we’re in;
This grown up toy, it causes much joy,
To end a busy day, now let’s go out and play.
Our wheels are turning,
This road’s for burning
And it’s the drive of our lives..
You’ve got nerves of steel, power you can feel at the control of your hands;
If you wanna just cruise, you’re not going to lose Just have to admit it, to take it to the limit,
Wanna drive the whole day and if you could, drive your life away.
Our wheels are turning,
This road’s for burning
And it’s the drive of our lives..
You’re addicted, get restricted by the speeding laws;
Put your foot to the floor and hear that engine roar That’s all you ever want to do.
Our wheels are turning,
This road’s for burning
And it’s the drive of our lives..
IMPORTANT NOTE
The above lyrics are the intellectual copyright of Simon P Keyes and as such cannot be reproduced in any form
whatsoever. The moral right of the composer has been asserted.
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Just for fun

No prizes for this very mind boggling play on anagrams. All you need to do is re-arrange the letters
to form song titles sung by The Beatles.

DIRTY PAPER

STAR HAD DINGHY

CUT IOWA NETWORK

OUT OF MEMORY

WOW ADORING ONE

CAVEMEN BUY LOT

SEEDY TRAY

NEW LABOUR LIMEYS

AIRY GRENOBLE

DUST WHATNOTS

Free Competition
Your chance to win tickets for The Great British Autojumble and Automart!
The organisers of this event, which takes place on Sunday, 9 January 2005 at the NEC in
Birmingham, is giving away FIVE FREE TICKETS to give away to SCORE members.
Answer the following question:

Which insurance company sponsors The Great British Autojumble?
Please send your answer either by email (andy.rouse@necgroup.co.uk) or by post
Andy Rouse, Centre Exhibitions, NEC House, The NEC, Birmingham B40 1NT
Final closing date: Tuesday, 4 January 2005
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Press release from Suzuki Sport
By Henk de Kock
I recently received this press release from Suzuki New Zealand which I thought would be of interest
to SCORE members. Although the written piece does not give any steer towards any production
plans, it shows the sort of direction the company is going technically and possible a sign of things
to come....

SUZUKI SPORT DESIGN RADICAL SUZUKI HAYABUSA GT
Suzuki’s latest design concept has the potential to bring racing car appeal to everyday highway
driving with the unveiling of the road-going Hayabusa GT prototype. But driving this sleek sports
car will be no ordinary motoring. The compact 2-door is based on the successful Hayabusa single
seater racing car one-make class, which has been operating in Japan.
Ever since the first Hayabusa open-wheeler racing cars took to the track, people have been asking
for a road-going car version for street and open road use. Suzuki’s response is a super light enclosed
GT coupe with perfect weight distribution front and rear, a low centre of gravity and minimal front/
rear overhang. The bright yellow prototype is built on a short wheelbase and sports a sleek body
with excellent aerodynamics aided by a flat floor and an efficient rear end shape.
Styled in a moving belt-type wind tunnel in the Suzuki Sport factory in Japan, the Hayabusa GT has
its engine mounted mid-ship driving the rear wheels. The body is made from fibreglass reinforced
plastic and carbon fibre, fitted to a specially designed aluminium alloy space frame. This has been
analysed by Suzuki Motor Corporation for extra crash worthiness. To ease access to the interior,
lift- up gull wing doors are a design feature, providing a special touch to the car while adding a
practical dimension.
Like the formula racing car carrying the same designation, the Suzukli GTs name stems from the
well known and highly respected Suzuki Hayabusa engine that powers the GSX1300R high
performance motorcycle. This 1299cm3 4-stroke 16 valve DOHC will rev to 11000 rpm, produces a
lusty 129kW (95bhp) of power at 9800 rpm and 138 Nm of torque at 7000 rpm. Operating on a
compression ratio of 11.0 to 1, the advanced and powerful petrol engine feeds through a 6-speed
sequential gearbox. Weighing in at a featherweight 550kg, it provides a scintillating power to
weight ratio of 234kW per tonne.
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To assist the car’s low centre of gravity, the exhaust pipe is located on the left side of the chassis
rather than underneath.
Suzuki has endeavoured to use as many original factory parts as possible, not only to reduce costs
but also to preserve the originality of the sports car. The Hayabusa employs double wishbone
suspension and is fitted with 15 inch diameter, 6.5J wide aluminium alloy wheels, shod with
175/80 R15 tyres.
Built on a 2320 mm wheelbase (less than a production Suzuki Ignis) the length of the Hayabusa GT
is 4050 mm.
While no plans exist to put this radical concept into production, the design highlights the technical
innovation Suzuki is renowned for and provides a pointer towards future technology.

SUZUKI SCORE DEALERS
The list of Suzuki Dealers on the pages that follow this introduction are franchised Suzuki Dealers
who have formally signed an agreement to recognise SCORE and specially offer a 10% discount to
club members on servicing for their Cappuccino as well as purchasing parts and accessories, subject
to stock availability.
It is important that you state that you are a club member and have your membership card at hand
when you book in for a service or indeed buy some parts, just to ensure that they are clear about
things.
The information shown on the list was provided by the relevant Suzuki Dealer and SCORE cannot
be held liable if this information is incorrect or dated unless we are informed of changes. We are
only as good as the information provided.
If you know of a local Suzuki Dealer not shown and they show interest in becoming linked to
SCORE, please let us know - contact details on the inside back cover - and we will send them an
information pack to them. Please aim to get the name of the General Manager or Dealer Principal to
help us send the pack to the relevant person. There is no cost involved. The Suzuki Dealer gets free
publicity in the Suzuki SCORE Dealer Listing both inside the magazine and on the SCORE website.
A * against a Dealer name indicates that the Dealer is a service-only facility.
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ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Braylake Cars

32 Aylesbury Street, Bletchley, MK2 2BD
After sales contact: Richard Portway
01908 647 111

DGL Garages*

Littleworth Road, High Wycombe, HP13 5XE
After sales contact: Bob Peters
01494 478 496
ESSEX

Levoi's Limited

Berechurch Road, Colchester, CO2 7QB
After sales contacts: Ian Johnson
01206 544 233/ 01206 579 579
HAMPSHIRE

Mill Lane Suzuki*

Blackwater Way, Aldershot, GU12 4HD
After sales contact: Dave Richards
01252 321 122
LINCOLNSHIRE

S. Cropley & Co.
Limited

Frithbank, Boston, PE22 7BD
After sales contact: Kevin Fairweather
01205 362 230

Linpac Garages
Limited

Kingsway & South Park, Lincoln, LN5 8EL
After sales contact: Keith Walker
01522 521 345
STAFFORDSHIRE

Randles (Garages)
Limited

Keele Road, Newcastle under Lyme, ST5 2HN
After sales contact: Paul Wilkinson
01782 717170
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SUSSEX
CMW Automobiles
Limited

Anstye Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, RH17 5AG
After sales contact: Paul Simmons
01444 452 621
WEST MIDLANDS

Colmore 2000

1163 Chester Road, Birmingham, B24 0QY
After sales contact: Harry Jethwa
0121 377 8169
WILTSHIRE

Pebley Beach

1-3 Moormead, Swindon, SN4 9BS
After sales contact: Wendy Clark/ Steve Lawro
01793 812 235
YORKSHIRE

Autoworld

455 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, S7 1FS
After sales contact: Rob Baines
0114 255 7071

Colin Appleyard

Halifax Road, Keighley, BD21 1AH
Lockwood Road, Huddersfield, HD1 3PA
126 Oldham Road, Ashton-under-Lyne, OL7 9AH
After sales contact: Aziz Ahmed
01535 682 401

SCOTLAND
STRATHCLYDE
Gael Suzuki

49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT
After sales contact: Michael Keenan
01563 537 116

Rear cover photo courtesy of Marcel Spoelstra - Italian Alps
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The Latest SCORE Magazine
Please keep on sending us as many different stories and pictures
about you and your Cappuccino - how you came by your car,
amusing trips, useful technical tips and suggestions, puzzles and
cryptic games, special poems or limericks... in fact anything you feel you
would like to share with the rest of us as long as it’s to do with Cappuccino!
No item is too small and certainly no item too big.
What you put into SCORE is really what you get out of it.
Email your article (Word document) and picture (high resolution JPEG or TIF) to

editor@score.org.uk
or send a CD/ floppy or typed document with photo(s) to the SCORE address below.

Data Protection
Members’ details, as supplied on the original club application form,
are held on the SCORE Central Database and will not be
supplied to any third party outside of SCORE.
Please let us know of any changes to home address, telephone, email, etc.
From time to time, Members’ names, home addresses,
telephone and email contact details will be given to their
local SCORE Representative for sending out local event details.
If you have an objection to this, please contact the SCORE Secretary:

info@score.org.uk
08700 515 808 (fax)
Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
17 Hurston Close, Findon Valley,
West Sussex BN14 0AX

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com

The Latest SCORE Magazine
The Latest SCORE Magazine reflects everything that members want from it.
We aim to issue 2-3 magazines during the year but we do need ongoing articles
from members in order that each issue can be produced
economically, with lots of interesting content.

Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

The Latest SCORE Magazine is designed, written and published through the Register
and is printed by PrintMark, Ashurstwood, West Sussex

